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DJ MARK SPLATTER
~ a maniac on tour

GIANT PAW
Furballs For All with the UK’s
most perverse talent
THE RABIES
~ where Punk meets Goth,
but keep them away from water

THE BROTHERHOOD
OF PAGANS
~ a truly wild return!

THE DROWNING
SEASON
~ a glorious rebirth!

ROME BURNS
~ deceptive change,
perceptive consistency

EDITORIAL
VOMIT

The progress creeps forward, although it’s been annoyingly slow,
which is all down to circumstance. I have spent the best part of the
last month promoting my new book, and that will continue on and off
for the next few months, but at least I only just missed the deadline
with this issue. Unfortunately I am still locked into an old routine
whereby I arrange the questions and just launch them at a group of
bands in the same few days which sets them a ludicrous deadline
themselves. This time around this hasn’t really worked in that Scarlet
Leaves, Deathcamp Project and La Peste Negra simply didn’t have
time to get things done in time, which is quite understandable, so
they’re in next month.

vivacious, and Giant Paw, quite rightly our cover stars, are unlike any
other band around, which is always worth celebrating.

Apart from that I think things are going well. We have an individual,
in Mark Splatter, who many of you will be aware of, but this fills in
details, and next month we’ll have the designer Jane Wildgoose which
is something I wish to concentrate on. I’d like to interview Jo from
Whitby Gothic Weekend soon as well, actually highlighting people
who are doing really interesting, worthwhile things.

Right, that’s enough from me.

There seem to be some cat photos in this issue. No idea how that
happened, but perhaps Giant Paw are responsible. You will also find
some great bands., The Drowning Season bounce back and show how
delightful a Goth vibrancy can be, and Goth has been around a lot
lately with the fast-dying NME giving it some decent coverage, the
amazing Gothic: Dark Glamour book, the G-Word documentary on
Radio 2 (both reviewed in this issue), I was even allowed to witter
endlessly on Cherry Red’s TV channel about it all.
The Ataraxia box set is an astonishing release so I’d recommend you
try and track that down above anything else, but there’s plenty of
excellent records reviewed in this issue, and the variety again is the
key to impressing people about what enchanting times we live in.
The other bands are all cool. The Brotherhood Of Pagans are a
seriously imaginative French Goth band, The Rabies smash a Goth
and Punk hybrid together in the States, Rome Burns represent that
rare breed, a UK band who manage to be varied but consistently

And be prepared people, as I am just finishing of the proof stages of
the first of the self-published books I am preparing. Gothic Interviews
Volumes 1 – 3 are all but ready and will be promoted here next month.
Three massive Gothic Images books will also be coming out, as will
be my own Author’s Editions of my first four books, of which Gothic
Rock now has over 300 added pages of photos (none of which will
appear in the other books, as I am dividing my images up carefully so
as to ensure no duplication.

I go now.

“But I thought you were bringing the
sandwiches?”

“You see, this is the level of
incompetenece I have come
to expect!”

ADAM ANT
LIVE AT THE BLOOMSBURY
EWL
For all the pop nonsense that clouded the end of their existence Adam
& The Ants probably retain third place in my all time favourites
behind Ataraxia and The Dancing Did, and were easily the most
exciting live band, so I have also retained an interest in Adam’s antics,
although his solo works haven’t been particularly extensive due to his
fall in popularity and understandable retirement from the spotlight
given his mental problems. I still collect the occasional bootleg, and
now and again check out websites although with so much time spent
writing I rarely have time for forums. Revisiting ‘Antrap’ recently I
was shocked at how small it now seemed, with a narrow focus, and
how the official site seemed so bland, with a welter of content
expunged, although while there I bought this. I did enjoy reading an
interesting interview with Adam where he was admitting how
uncomfortable recent TV appearances and book signings had been, in
that he knew he seemed like a ghost, due to his medication, but he’s
obviously considerably sharper and happier now. One event which
seemed to signal cheerier times was this event, doing an intimate
evening for fans with his old school friend Dave Pash accompanying
him on acoustic, as he read from his book or adlibbed to the devoted.
Due to technical problems he’s had to leave some songs out but this is
a tantalising glimpse for those of us who didn’t attend. There’s a cute
booklet with Adam reminiscing of the event, and some great photos.
‘A Girl Named Bill’ is a spoken word piece, about his grandmother,
briskly handled, which is immediately amusing, given her interesting
solo compositions reinterpreting Vaudeville songs, as well as his own
early musical memories, often boosted by his childminder’s record
collection and gift of his first guitar, with one yodelling outburst
having a surprising significance. Then he switches to music with
‘Young Parisians’, admitting he now realises the b-side ‘Lady’ should
have been the A-side. He eases and oozes through it, with a mini burst

of Elvis rolling as well as some French accents, the cosmopolitan fool.
It’s brilliant. The audience rise and leave, disgusted.
No, they adore it. You knew I was kidding. He cuts into a dour,
atmospheric ‘Never Trust A Man (With Egg On His Face)’ which is
really powerful, jangling and trickling and you can actually hear the
life surging into his voice as it develops. A raw ‘Cleopatra’ blossoms
disgracefully, the economic approached reaping sordid dividends.
‘Boxing Clever’ is another funny, but rather disturbing, account of
boxing lessons at his school, overseen by a weirdo headmaster, which
also leads to into seriously demented Beatles memories, early music

lessons and his stirring role as a Ukrainian farmer. Further school
memories follow which are always a joy to behold, and these ones are
great.
They do ‘Catch A Falling Star’, a very early Ants cover, and a daft
treat. ‘Cartrouble’ as Dave chivvies and cajoles his adjusted guitar,
and it sounds like Adam meets Billy Bragg, enthusiastic and weird!
The ambitious version of ‘Stand & Deliver’ works on the vivid
character displayed. It’s not as you remember it but it just reveals how
strong the actual feel in the song is, despite sounding well ropey.
‘Early Mornings Gene Vincent’ finds him recalling early jobs he
needed to buy clothes, records and satisfy girls, and formed his first
band which apparently included a Rory Gallagher cover (“Crest Of A
Wave”)! Full marks, Sir! There’s also a great deadpan joke about a
blood capsule he used onstage in Bazooka Joe when he pretended to
have a heart attack and be carried from the stage, “they used to come
week after week and still believe it….” Arabella Weir was a backing
singer! If I ever knew that I’d certainly forgotten. He goes through the
very early Punk phase, wittily onto ‘Jubilee.’
They bound into a jaunty, tangled ‘Goody Two Shoes’ which causes a
singalong, and it’s fun even though it’s a little naff, but who cares?
The brave duo return for an encore of ‘Never Trust A Man (With Egg
On His Face)’ and the crowd sing along because it’s that sort of night
and this is a lovely little record, which actually does please on all
levels. It’s got depth, unusual details and such charm it’s ridiculous, so
I think if he does play Glastonbury he’s finally on an interesting
pathway again.

It starts with a sorrowful ‘Prophetia’ from the first demo, weighed
down in cloistered sounds and economically imposing like spectral
church music. ‘Aigues Mortes’ is initially dark and roughly padded
with emotional armour and steely quavering vocals. Very moody, like
Visage in Operatic Hell, turning into some kind of blurry escape
through Historical dimensions, strangely interlaced and muddled with
spoken vocals added, brusquely exhilarating. ‘Tu Es La Force Du
Silence’ introduces us to the climbing ivy that was to become an
intriguing Francesca vocal style, as she ascend any smooth surface or
musical barrier the band erects. Up to the brooding sky, scaring the
clouds. The sound is quite stodgy as the rhythm trudges, but it’s still
exciting as this is the forging their own sound, wading solidly towards
a flaming horizon.
‘Flée Et Fabian’ is more gentle, almost airy and dreamy, although the
percussion still rattles the windows, and an adorably swirly
composition. ‘Nosce Te Ipsum’ itself is a frilly, courtly number out of
the Elizabethan pages, but switches style into a teeming and
foreboding passage too, another thing they would excel at, then back
to the older approach and why respect traditions utterly when you can
make your own? Flamboyant, circumspect, mischievous and
adventurous, all in one. Yep, that would be them.
‘Zweistimmenstäuschung’ comes through as a murk of post-punk,
urgent guitar, slippy vocals across a shifting bed of drums and piano,
and another sign of why they admit to having been impressed by UK
Decay. (In fact imagine if Furyo had actually been genuinely good
instead of simply a good idea?) ‘Torquemada’ is another vibrantly
snappy and slightly spooky historical encounter, then we end with a
lilting, jaunty ‘Incabala’ previously only found on compilations, and
that’s yer lot.

Adam’s back, and he isn’t barmy any more.
www.ataraxia.net
www.adamant.net

ATARAXIA
NOSCE TE IPSUM
Twilight
This is a strange one, being another remastered work, tidied up for
clarity and posterity, but topped and tailed by songs found elsewhere,
with the sudden reappearance of “Nosce Te Ipsum” (also the name of
a limited edition live video) seeming naturally odd in that it only
features Francesca Nicoli, Vittorio Vandelli and Giovanni Pagliari, and
Riccardo Spaggiari has to sit this one out, as he’s the new boy! Former
members, from ages back, Michele Urbano and Francesca Zitoli live
again in the ether, and all told you’ll find more ideas in just one of the
songs than you will find on a whole album, by most bands, and that’s
not me being biased, that’s the truth. Apparently it was written to
accompany their theatrical event inspired by Franz Kafka’s The Trial,
but that’s another story.

ATARAXIA
OIL ON CANVAS
Ultramail Prod
“This opus is a tribute to photographic art, far-off places and
landscapes that so deeply inspired our creative journey and music.”
I find it hard to think of a band who so consistently make truly
beguiling music, rich in beauty, mystery, interchangeable moods
between serenity and threat. Theirs has been a long and richly textured
existence, offering timeless rewards, a huge archive of sumptuous
sound. I even have a wooden cupboard designated The Ataraxia
Cupboard, where all their records, dvds, bootlegs and unusual items
live, and part of this limited edition release already relaxes in there,
cosseted and in good company, for they have inspired various
companies through the years to produce luxurious items.
This time around a company from Hong Kong has put together a
mind-bendingly stunning package, in which we find a superb quality
book and gatefold CD, both with what I hope people regard as
delightful cover imagery (as they are photographs taken by myself,
and I assure you I feel honoured to be part of it), which fit into a
sombre slipcase, so that every time you take them out it goes from
darkness to light, revealing intriguing matters.
There are only 800 copies of this release, and along with the book and
CD (with a small black strip of soft rubber to ensure the CD fits into
the slipcase alongside the slightly larger book) you get three
postcards. 700 sets have been created in this manner, but if you really
search you may also find one of the 100 special sets. This is a larger
box, and when you open it a flap lifts to reveal the book and CD
inside a special deep tray, along with a signed paper, a folded poster
and 12 extra card prints, with the first 48 boxes containing one extra
print, and I was lucky enough to get one of those. Straight into the
cupboard with you, I said, after photographing its contents for you. I
shall play the more conventional version, because I am a clumsy oaf,
and have already bent one of the cards in that!

The whole thing is gorgeous, and the 96 page full colour book adds to
the experience immeasurably, as the words and sounds waltz slowly
around one another. Previous sleeves, and videos, have revealed their
love of atmospheric places, just as the music is always evoking
endless landscapes into which you can drift or run, mesmerised or
scared, and the same mixture emerges here.
The book has three sections. The first bearing the title ‘I am a tear the
sun let fall’ with the photos of Raffaella Graziosi. The words and
lyrics of Francesca Nicoli accompany the images, linking visuals to
content and these words have been translated into various languages:
English by Giovanni Pagliari and Francesca Nicoli, French by Nicolas
Ramain (who also handled the impressive design), Spanish by Araceli
Cabrero Castel, German by Daisy Steinert and Portuguese/Brasilian
by Pedro Georges Eleftheriou.
It makes for a thoughtful experience first time around when you listen
as you contemplate the book, with the Graziosi images showing once
grand buildings now dilapidated, their every surface pockmarked by

The words are haunting and demanding, the photos inviting. It is a
wonderful item. If you were simply to read it while studying photos
it’s a whispering delight, a book of hints and its own secrecy, but when
you then turn to the music it fills your mind and you enter the maze.
Musically the compilation offers 14 tracks, with 12 from the band
(including one rare track, and one exclusive) through the years, and
two from Vittorio Vandelli’s solo album. It opens sweetly with
‘Fengari’, lifting upwards with Vittorio’s ‘The Bay Is White In Silent
Light’ and then becomes starker with ‘Pastorale’, although still
resolutely pretty. Murk and magic rises through ‘Zelia’, while the rosy
‘Mon Ame Sorcière’ cajoles lazily, the deceptively simple journey
masking the depth in their compositions.

time, encrusted with desolation, their fine furnishings now artistic
curios; rusted chandeliers, geometric staircases no-one needs, a sullen
piano that will play no more, with internal and external shots like
something from a horror film yet to be written.
In the second section, ‘Le Souffle Animé’ you will find my photos of
Philip Jackson statues as seen at various locations around West
Sussex, with dark religious imagery forced out into daylight and still
able to unnerve or attract; sinister monks and abstract ladies, Venetian
inspiration mixed with English gardens and churches, where
daintiness and fear walk hand in hand.
I think the third is called ‘Oro’ and here we see Livio Bedeschi’s
Mediterranean photos, showing nature, fishes and flowers, rocks and
houses, fields and coastlines, with water, earth and airiness, finishing
quite rightly with individual portraits.

‘La Reine Des Hommes Aux Yeux Verts’ is muted swirling and
eventual strangeness, the brilliant ‘Blood Of Cherries’ timid but
shimmering weirdly, ‘Daytia’ firmer but equally shifty. ‘Dulcamara’ is
an unexpected old song so small and modest, then the comparatively
ancient ‘Flée et Fabian’ spins slowly, fluttering. ‘Eaudelamer’ is
flightier with another little surprise when it skips lightly in its
mischievous way. ‘Temenos’ is a rare track, starting contemplative
then rolling forward imperiously, bracing and doing the oddly uplifting
thing, followed by Vittorio’s elegantly dappled ‘The Ocean Green’ and
then the exclusive and dangerous, humming ‘Rashan’ makes for a
majestic closer.
Do you need it? Of course you do if you’re into them, and if not just
take my word for it, this is a work of art capable of transporting you
somewhere special. A total work of art.
www.ataraxia.net

CATHERINE DUC
VISIONS AND DREAMS
Own Label

CHANSONOIR
COUNT VON COSEL’S OBSESSION
Last Entertainment

Catherine is a very brave woman sending me this, especially as she
knew this Wasn’t My Sort Of Thing, coming from the World Music/
New Agey plateau where those of scowling countenance are not
usually to be found. ‘Where elements of Ambient, Celtic, Electronica
and World music combine to take you on an ethereal journey,’ she says
on the rear sleeve. Maybe it’s your type of thing, maybe it isn’t,
although actually it wins through as a coy surprise.

Curious indeed! A two track CD with a strangely French romantic air
to the opening burst of the title track, merging light keyboards,
downcast violin, and breathy, almost intangible female vocals, very
filmic.

‘Essence Of Dreams’ twirls instantly into life, with lilting pipes and
mellifluous percussive patterns, warm and lightly inviting guitar
caresses, the synth drifting almost close to vocals, all a bit like Enya
crossing the Andes on foot. A Celtci refrain certainly trickles through
the absurdly harmonious and pretty ‘Dancing In The Mist’, although
nobody actually ever does dance in the mist apart from short-sighted
druids. You’d catch your death. Anyway, it opts for some tiny dance
manoeuvres, pushing the gracious energy along, but it’s never going to
rear up and charge forwards, you have to accept it’s working on your
room like a plug-in air freshener, background music with a contagious
jollity.
‘Evocation’ gets a comparatively bracing sound pattern behind
sighing, oohing vocals, and seems almost strident by the end, but the
winsomely alti-indie gurgling of the shimmering ‘One Autumn Day’
goes back to the simpler charms, although with some buzzy antics and
confident piano overlay. ‘Secret Sanctuary’ is a plaintive,
contemplative piece of pipe and guitar interplay which was rather nice,
paddling idly. ‘Heart Of Andalucia’ is understandably highly active
and frilly on the guitar front, ‘Midsummer Twilight’ just made me
zone out a little, but the darker heart of a toughly plinky ‘Incense’
brought my attention back into play, swishing and twitching about (the
track, not me!). Similarly the strings and guitar tinkering throughout a
restful ‘Rivulet’ was actually quite interesting rather than simply
gliding by, with closer ‘In The Light Of Day’ like a spot of soft-focus
neo-classical, all modestly grand and curiously calm.

The reason you should appreciate
this is interesting is because it’s
the ultra-busy Fredrik Klingwall
on keyboards (I will have his new
solo work and the latest Rising
Shadows album for you this
month), joined here by Elena La
Vie on vocals and Johan Mork on
the strings.
If it’s merely a taster for
something soon to emerge then
it’s a classy idea, otherwise it
could prove unnecessarily frustrating. The keyboards are lightly
funeral on the organ front during ‘A Cemetery Serenade’ and heavily
drenched in the Goth in the ‘Phantom’ sense, lending all manner of
imagery to go flitting through your mind, but it seems it’s all based on
a true life case of some weirdo doctor who obsessed over a patient.
Hopefully they’ll be more to come as this is true Goth with the
possibility of spectacular excess or foul atmosphere.
www.myspace.com/chansonoir

So, no, not my thing at all, but also not what I was expecting in that it
isn’t as easy and empty as a lot of material from that world I have
encountered before – more soundtrack than background, perhaps? It
grows on you, and it’s a balm between the typical thrusting sounds we
all expect. Weird.
www.catherineduc.com

DEATHCAMP PROJECT
WELL KNOWN PLEASURES
Vision Music
Polish Goth noisemongers Deathcamp Project feel compelled to
suggest in their press release that they’re a must have for all Xymox,
Sisters, Neffs and Type O Negative fans. This is a boring list. Why
not all Margaret Rutherford, Buffy, Hector’s House or Torquay United
fans? It’s all arbitrary anyway, whether people get references. True,
the band start most songs like they’ve never eaten with cutlery, just
faces into a bowl then begin chomping, so there’s a modern
immediacy here, as there is indeed a balance between machines and
old school Goth vocals. It could appeal to anyone who likes their

darkness served up like a dangerous, unexploded device, which
certainly suits me.
‘Another’ rolls out the angry guitar over a steady rhythm that clanks
lovingly, and a stream of vocals remaining just the right side of
cockily morose, like chipper robots who have gained their
independence by doing a cute Sisters impersonation. ‘Rule And
Control’ gets stiffly antagonistic after some ‘sexy’ sample of some
dopey bint, and the vocals sound a bit embarrassing, not quite pervy,
just ungainly and dyspeptic across grey electro, but ‘Mirrors Of Pain’
rescues the situation, big-boned and with some shiny guitar around the
dark self-obsessed singing and there’s a eerie shiftiness in its
movement.
The piercing guitar which begins ‘Away From You’ is a bit Guns ‘n’
Roses but then the rhythm threshes up and the vocals plummet
downwards for some commendable rough and tumble which is as
ambitious and finely realised, as well as being catchy as Hell in an
interesting and austere manner. ‘Behind’ is cleaner, with the bubbly
synth taking up the weight in a flickering bout, then they get right
hump in ‘Fuckin’ Deathrock’, snarling, “we don’t play fucking
Deathrock!” and to prove it they have some bulbous electronic threat
going on in the middle, which is a bit odd, but it has a bucking punky
tone otherwise.
Suitably up and bristling they then waddle angrily through ‘Divine
Words’, but in ‘Circle Of Silence’ things are more atmospheric,
twisted and grating in an engagingly decayed and flapping manner
which isd what makes them interesting, being capable of hammering
points home, but also imprisoning through musical magnetism. ‘Dead

Hours’ starts stamping like they’re about to cover ‘Holidays In The
Sun’ but moves into softer, darker territory gargling and watchful,
pulsing like a valiant Goth brew. ‘New Dawn Fades’ also sees them
out in a thoughtful manner, as if Joy Division stile existed but with a
sense of peace.
Sometimes fun, sometimes deep, they’re certainly growing, and it’s a
record which fills out and shoves your grey matter around a little the
more you play it, which is an impressive achievement. Well done
chaps!
www.myspace.com/deathcampproject
www.deathcampproject.com
DEVOLUTION magazine #19 - £3
Balls! I’m still finding things in this office which got buried during the
final stages of the year that was 2008, because the accrued chaos
caused by doing a new book. Everything went to Hell in a handbasket,
which was hand-delivered by a witch cackling at my confusion. So,
just in case anyone missed it, here is the Winter issue, which also
came with an alarming high quality calendar, on supreme glossy
paper, so tough you could never (would never?) write on it, which has
a wonderfully inspired helmet on the cover, as well as a thoughtful
addition, of a small supplement of extras reviews that they hadn’t be
able to shoehorn into the magazine proper. This way…
Plenty of reviews, as usual, including one of a Thin Lizzy live album
featuring the classiest line-up that I was unaware of, for which I am
grateful, colourful tattoo convention and the fetish XPO 2008 info and

DEVOLUTION #20 £3
Ah, much quicker Mercer, it’s as
though you’re almost on the ball,
and it’s a strange issue this one,
which the widest spread of material
throughout, and no CD, so I settled
down for a read but found myself
more taken by the look of the thing.

pics, as well as the intriguing London Edge event. You really notice
the improved colour content when you hit the live reviews.
Interviews are varied this time, including Mary Magdalan (Rawk), The
Defiled (Metal), Spit Like This (Nosiy Genre Splitters), Backyard
babies (R’n’R), Civet (Punk) and Violet Vortex (Gothic), Joe Black
(Unusual Showman) all of which helps distract you from an article on
the worthless Motley Crue,
Saint Or Sinner? grabs Missy Void of
Club Antichrist, you get your Goth
Therapist, Lena Quist clothing,
Clutterfly DIY specialists, model
Hexabelle, photographer Matt
Frederick, and the Live Evil project of
Cindy Frey, alongside small profiles
on Sheffield bands August80,
Tiananman and Uberbyte, and Part 3
of Plucking Hellfire, like Games
Workshop’s Necromunda gone pervy.
The CD? Thoughtful squally rock
from Alice Sweet Alice in
‘Widowmaker’, Metal with cute vocal
interplay in Black Temple’s ‘Luxury
Girl’, unravelling Ind-rock as Evestus spill their colourful guts
throughout ‘You’re Not Good Enough To Be My Enemy.’ Engine Of
Excess weave a cuttingly smart rock melody into the bracing
‘Razorblade Arcade’, Strangetime sound like pickled pop with the
‘Oneitis’ ruckus, No Hope In Never does a brusque indie rock turn in
the catchy ‘Gross Britannia’ with Nemhain hollering rock bluster in
the dippy ‘From The Ashes.’
Pistol Kixx fail to address their hideous spelling mistakes in ‘Boyz
Will Be Boyz’ but they’re as bad as any rawk band with two x’s. Filth
Wizard are equally vacuous in the leaden, sullen ‘Your Dirty Whore’
and it’s a massive relief when One Eyed Doll stomp sweetly with
female vocals in ‘Committed’, which isn’t great by any means but at
least the vocals are interesting and twittery when you least expect. Full
marks for them.
R.D.S.K. are pretty good with their lolling worries in ‘No Time Left’,
The Priority 666 start off okay but then fold in on themselves in their
frilly ‘Medicine Dolly’ rock, Vaudevillain do the opposite, beginning
like mighty bores in ‘Dust To Dust’ but revealing svelte compositional
skills, August80 also rock like dementoids in ‘Mr. Twinkles’ but with
modern atmospheres and No Redemption do pretty much all of
expected rock histrionics in ‘No Redemption.’
So, sorry it was late! I’ll be a good boy next time.
www.devolutionmagazine.co.uk
www.myspace.com/devolutionmagazine

It’s like this: you get the usual
collection of unusual people, with
dancer/model Devo Girl, model
Sohui, Nandi of Nightmare
Photography, unusual tattoo art of
Myka Jelina, and the people behind
Illamasqua eye makeup. Clothes-wise there’s a look at Gore Couture,
and my favourite bit in the magazine, the hats of Phaze,
Musically you have a welcome heap of varied reviews, small band
snapshots on Cauda Pavonis, Terrorform and Big Joan, and a simple
bit of The Texas Drag Queen Massacre. Evestus gets to hog the Saint
Or Sinner spot, then there’s big pieces on Nemhain, Vlad In Tears, a
bizarre visual extravaganza covering a Religosi tour, which I couldn’t
quite fathom, and an ebullient chat with Combichrist. (Plus a look at
Judas Priest who I think should be illegal.) It was also interesting to
see a writer featured, this being Rock’s answer to Dave Thompson, the
almost as prolific Paul Stenning, who researched and wrote his My
Chemical Romance book in three weeks, the sluggard!
On top of this there’s the continuation of the bizarre Plucking Hellfire!
Story, a vague but amiable What Is Goth? article, a look back at the
Devolution Xmas Party, Sin City at Koko, Erotica 2008 and the 10th
anniversary of Londonedge.
Most enjoyable.
www.myspace.com/devolutionmagazine
www.devolutionmagazine.co.uk
ESCARLATINA OBSESSIVA
CHANTS OF LETHE
80’s Records
It’s just like hearing Brazil, here in Mercerville, as we have the
tempting Scarlet Leaves tomorrow, but first I must apologise to EO as
I should have reviewed this ages ago last year but having downloaded
the tracks they mailed me I lost the CD which, as usual, just turned up
in one of the many boxes of bootlegs I have.
They’ve not been going long, having formed late in 2006, and they
released “Blossomy Parks” in 2008 which I have yet to hear, so
they’re a busy couple are Karolina (bass/vocals) and Zaf (guitar/keys/
electronic drums), but then they have told me they live on a tiny farm
fifteen kilometres outside São Thomé das Letras in the state of Minas
Gerais, Brazil), so maybe there’s not a lot else to do.
<lj-cut>They have quite a stark and primitive rhythmical approach in
‘The Rats Dressed In Black’, with stern but aching vocals, so you
need to plot them somewhere on a graph where Xmal and La Peste
Negra might intersect, then notice they have strings in there and a
swirling cascade of doominess that snags you like a magnetic hook,
then pulls you along scary tunnels whatever you might have planned
to do. It’s brilliantly dramatic. The synth rises up and swamps
‘Winter’ causing Karolina to step up to the plate and frighten the
sound with her morbid declarations as the bass flies free, the guitar
dives for cover and froths, while ‘Third Chant’ has a luscious
backdrop to highlight the vocal jitters, as they get artier, haughtier and
cooler.
Dank but glowing post-punk glory follows in the sweet ‘Opus’ and
there’s a brittle elegance to this reminiscent of the more subterranean

Lucy Cat, who still looks bad after her eyelid
operation (obviously I didn’t take any photos
when she felt poorly) but this is her actually
feeling really perky, finally back out in the
garden doing one of her favourite things, unfortunately (as we all know what follows) - eating
grass. The yellow stuff on her face is the dye
they use to check for ulcers - we didn’t dare
clean her face for her as we didn’t want to
disturb any of the stitches. She looks a bit like
an astronaut.

...MUNCH, MUNCH, MUNCH...
(*thinks: I can finally be sick indoors again!)

Siouxsie approach, but a strictly modern empathy, although I suspect
that song was called ‘Winter’ because I may have tried writing the
tracks to CD in the right order, but Nero just seems to do what it likes,
so don’t take these titles as being accurate. ‘Window’s Fly’ is taut
with controlled vocal tension and well padded musically with a slow
stocky rhythm and weirdly moody synth. ‘Electric Flux’ positively
twinkles, but with an angry wash of sounds whooshing through, and
once again they have this odd knack of bringing out a compulsive
musical dignity which could be attractive but they also include some
atmosphere and strong feelings, like pop with muscles.

has a beautifully subdued warmth trapped inside. Finally ‘Ms.
Anxiety and Mr. Death’ is a tiny thing, tiptoeing along then
plummeting off a precipice, leading to the smartly insistent, almost
cheeky ‘Fishes Without Eyes’ which turns swiftly agonised but with
another sense of majestic melodrama.
They’re the sort of band who make it all worthwhile, being full of
musical adventure and ambition and not so polished that anything gets
lost.
www.myspace.com/escarlatinaobsessiva

They veer off course slightly with ‘One Eye Only’ but it’s still
intriguing, because the longer it goes on the more you adapt to its
grand wobbliness and although the vocals wander, the music seems to
be climbing under an enormous weight and you will it on. ‘Frenetic’ is
almost a collision between a punky stroll and some shoegazing
imperative, which is quite weird, with some cute bass and bizarre
keyboards, ‘The Smallest Amount Of Time’ equally odd in the way
the rhythm moves sleepily forward despite the vocal urgency, and it

ESSENTIAL BOP - CHRONICLES
CHRONICLES
Bristol Archives
There’s a great press release that came with, available at the url below,
which speaks of a terrible disappointment for this band. Envisaging
their music bringing devoted women to see their performances the
reality of massed throngs of men in thick glasses anxious to discuss
neuroses must have been a trial.
That said, being in the band clearly wasn’t the dominant factor of their
lives as what they went on to do is far more interesting, and we learn
that Nick Tufnell became a country squire, Mike Fewings is a rally
driver, Dave Robinson is a ‘coastal guru’, Martin Kieman is ‘an
intellectual Scouse Git’ and on the less dramatic front Steve Bush is
still active musically, while Simon Tyler is ‘writing the definitive
history of the Fosseway.’ Rock and Roll, ladies and gentlemen. A 21
track salute for the alternately peevish and demanding Bristol band
with recordings between 1979-1981, this is another enthralling Bristol
Archives release.
They’re almost like an early Inspiral Carpets as they spookily gambol
through ‘Chronicle’, ‘Raider’s Blues’ with wiggly guitar and
squealing keyboards, then some espionage bass and artily splayed
vocals across the roving ‘Eloquent Sounds’ with hushed keys and
oblique rhythmical nonchalance, peculiar wobbly vocals and spooky

sixties throwbacks.
‘Croaked’ is thrashed by
some willing drums and
could be great if it weren’t
for so many overlapping
elements converging and
confusing behind the mock
crooning and if ‘Butler In
Running Shorts’ seems to
justify inclusion just
because of the title and
does sound like a better
version of The Fall, it is
eventually bollocks because
they have no sense of its
poise so it rises and slumps unnecessarily, like a posh Pop Group.
‘Tin And Plastic’, ‘Love Is A Loud Noise’, ‘Monkey Glands’ and
‘Mandarin Whores’ all have some charming touches and bags of
energy which keeps it listenable even though this type of Indie never
really grabbed me back then. I never got anything from either the
Scritti camp through to the more orderly Blow Monkeys. I never even
liked arty 90’s indie and now don’t listen to any of it, so I am
frequently left feeling detached by this music, as it seems detached
itself where Post-Punk invited mental collisions. And yet…they
continued to hold my interest.
‘Quotation’, ‘Death Wears Yellow Garters’ and ‘Pleasure Dome’ are
all live and, interestingly, the latter is great when it’s comparatively
empty, but as everything crushes in things stop working so well. ‘The
Western Blues’ is lyrically pretty disturbing, which I think is the
intention, ‘Mau Mau’ gets by one some bulbous bass and punchy
vocals, ‘ABZ Of Love’ annoyed me deeply but a jazzier ‘The Death
Of The Cool’ is delightful, archly dramatic and sleekly stylish with a
cute guitar outbreak.
‘Espionage’ does that James Bond guitar thing but the keys are
practically curdled, ‘Why Did You Call My Name?’ is kooky but fun,
‘Kicking The Sun Around’ grows increasingly cool as the keyboard
pushes behind the sensibly controlled vocals and the lyrics have a
greater discipline, making for a coherently strange pop song.
‘Cenotaph’ continues the harshly weird lyrics but with a divinely
mellow melody, showing how they have the power to attract in a weird
way, then we get bustled out by the live version of ‘Chronicle.’
An interesting bunch of nutters, basically.

‘Take Me To The
Continent’ is a scrawny,
soppy pop song, with
some pretty horrible
guitar! ‘Shadows’ is too
damn coy for its own good
but it’s a smart bit of
melodic trivia.
‘Technology’ struggles
hard to pretend it’s not
replicating The Who than
staggers about weirdly,
nicely sloppy guitar
trailing behind rubbish
lyrics (‘you can build a house, you can build a tree, that’s the wonder
of technology’!) which is truly irritating. ‘Voices’ stomps and chomps,
although they do it in a lightweight fashion, and the vocals are simply
trying too hard. Weirder keyboards sounds percolate through the soft,
bouncy ‘Operator’ which stops it being an ultra-suburban Cockney
Rebel. ‘Russian Roulette’ is a daft but snappy item, which seemed to
exist mainly because he’d come up with a clever lyrical joke, with
‘Victims’ a pale and dopey version of Foxx-era Ultravox.
‘Two Lovers’ is quite odd, airy in a lush Bowie way, but snipped off
short, ‘The Only One’ is a bit like The Only Ones covering ‘Rebel
Rebel’, then ‘Buildings’ trumps all the other terrible lyrics, revealing
‘we live in buildings, because buildings surround us’! A lyrical
visionary, clearly, and how band never died of shame onstage when
doing that one we will never know.
It’s rubbish, obviously, but it’s engaging rubbish, a weird timeshift
back to a time where bands were discarding the energy of Punk and
honing their melodic skills, wherein all manner of influences collide,
some going the winsome route as in this case, other going for the
jagged post-punk rollercoaster. I know which I prefer, and it isn’t this
one, but it still makes for an interesting experience. For anyone who
saw them when they were stalwarts of the local scene I’m sure it’s a
treasure trove of memories, and thanks to Mike Darby I have other
albums on this label by Essential Bop, Electric Guitars, Andy Fairley
and Head coming up.
www.bristolarchiverecords.com – home to plenty of rare stuff
FEEDING FINGERS
BABY TEETH
Stick Figure

www.bristolarchiverecords.com/bands.html#bop
EUROPEANS
TAKE ME TO THE CONTINENT
Bristol Archive Records
A boring cover, yes, but a band formed in 1977 who recorded this
through 1978 and 1979. Vocalist Jonathan Cole also handled some
guitar and synth, Steve Street played bass, James Cole was on drums
and wait a minute, who’s that on main guitar? Why none other than
Jon Klein who went on to Specimen, The Banshees et al. A real
archive find, is what, and proof positive that labels like this who try to
chronicle their own area and its history do a remarkably fine job.
Please note this is not The Europeans who appeared on A&M and
dressed like gymnasts because they thought that looked cool. They
were total wank. This Europeans are only partly wank.
‘Time’ finds vocals stretched out over leisurely bass and buzzy synth,
which flutters throughout as the guitar lays low, neatly razored, all of
it an interesting post-punk hotch-potch. ‘Europeans’ flickers brightly
over some polite Pistolian guitar and flops happily about as a catchy
New Wave item, and it was their best known moment as a single and
they remind of The Original Mirrors - remember the classic ‘Dancing
With The Rebels’? After this things tend to go wrong.

Not that they’d ever get away with it, but Feeding Fingers don’t try
and shrug of The Cur influences which litter their work. It’s just
inevitable and obvious, but it doesn’t actually matter. Once you get
past the forlorn vocal similarities, you cannot help but be impressed
by how almost adhoc and organically outré the recording is, so that it
sounds like the drumming and bass are enjoying an exposed post-punk
workout while the chilled keyboards are restful and serene, as the
singing agonises, sweetly pained. It’s like Dr Who going back to 1979
determined to spruce things up a bit, and it’s a record I suspect 99% of
you will adore.
‘Neverlight’ moves slowly and deliciously around you, gradually
winding itself tighter, exquisitely, bravely simple in delivery and as
well balanced as the best trios are. ‘She Hides Disease’ flows in an
airier manner, the guitar offering sorrowful pleasantries and the vocals
all but detaching and floating away on bitter thermals. ‘Baby Teeth’
then escalates the low level sonic hostility by moving in unison, the
bass growing adventurous, as the synth rotates and the vocals slap the
walls of despair.
A stormier ‘Is Heaven All That You Hear’ is equally forthright and yet
cautiously beautiful, recurring mini waves of energy turning it into a
restless carpet of sound beneath the fading vocals. ‘Permission For

Sleep’ breaks up the mood with some agitated synth led sparring and a
wild claim about stealing a piece of the criminal mind. (Everyone
needs a hobby.) ‘This Isn’t Enough’ also impresses as our host
worries about his reputation with clonking piano caresses, discreet
percussion and sonorous synth, so it’s all going rather well.
‘Plain Faced Afternoons’ is pretty weird, the drums smacking it out
steadily, the synth suspended coldly and the vocals like a crying
suicidal gull strung out between them, albeit a gull with shaggy black
hair and smeared lipstick. One of those. ‘No Movement In Water’
cunningly maintains upward momentum with more versatile drum
movement, the guitar detaches and roves around as a spindly delight,
around punchy vocal and pugnacious bass. Lovely.
As they close with bewitching organ dominating the shuffling ‘Your
Name In A Stolen Book’ you do wonder why they make such
wonderful music and don’t iron out these clear similarities so that
nobody need appraise their work by making such comparisons. They
have it within them to be entirely their own entity, and a fascinating
one at that. Can I suggest that at future rehearsals they introduce a
Cure Box, with a five dollar fine per outrage? That should temper
their devotion and encourage them to stand alone, stand proud, and
lead on.
A gorgeous record.
www.myspace.com/thefeedingfingers
GIANT PAW
THE STARS ARE OURS
Feral Electronics
I’ve never told a soul this before but my secret, so safe with you, is
that I like cats. They’re better than people so it stands to reason they
may understand better than humans too. True, they do say you should
never work with children or animals, but if that was true 99.9% of
bands would never get out of the starting blocks. Furthermore, but
dismissing the children aspect which proves harder to fit in with this
paragraph, I believe cats could play an intrinsic role in understanding
a record by a band with the name Giant Paw, if they understood the
simple relevance. I chose Mack as my accomplice when reviewing this
album, but it starts badly. He was caught outside the front of the house
today, which is a Very Bad Thing Indeed, but clearly his mind was
whirling, unexpectedly daunted by the task ahead, understandably
apprehensive of my expectations. We had a brief conflab around
lunchtime, me speaking of how the previous EPs had come in artistic
card brochure style sleeves, and in return he bit me, and then scratched
me. Things were looking up.

This album comes in a standard case, although the artistic booklet is
really rather fetching, and the strange array of songs within
complement each other without any need for bowing low and doffing
hats, safe in the knowledge that together they represent a collection
anyone owning them will still be listening to twenty years hence. As
innately eccentric as the great Flipron these Giant Paw folk are
similarly so far beyond unfashionable that they shine like the Sun
holidaying in Hell.
I should point out that with Shelly deaf and Lucy not well, I could only
try to garner the briefest of opinions from Fred and Mabel. A bit of a
classical buff, Fred was oddly snooty, but couldn’t bring himself to
condemn it, but Mabel, hardcore Punk to the end of her tail, turned
away and sneered. Mack however basked in his musical superiority,
and pulled the record close, approving. He was clearly tickled by
‘Flood’, as well he might be, because you won’t get him going near
water, so the warped adventure delivered in storybook fashion, with
spoken narrative, dirty twanging, friskily tangy percussion and stolid
bass, clearly amused him as much as the deliriously playful haughty
chorus. You see, I murmured authoritatively, what you need to
appreciate here is that a song like this could swiftly become boring,
due to the vocal approach, for a story has limits, but the music
dominates and so it remains a bizarre lasting charmer. Mack promptly
ran downstairs. When he returned we moved onto ‘Mosquito’ which
horrified him, and I should have known better, because in Crete
mosquitoes are only to be avoided. His disapproval faded as he began
to become sucked in by the lurching tune which puts the nurse in
nursery rhyme, a medical dilemma unravelling as the song bursts
freakishly into a shamelessly exuberant petticoat-lifting mad dance,
like an Edwardian version of The Specials.

‘Tea On The Lawn’ found him comparatively serene, and he
clambered onto my lap, held the skin of my inner forearm between his
teeth but lulled by the song’s sleepiness turned away from conflict and
affected nonchalance, although he did suggest there was a Beatles
influence at play, but I shut my ears to that filthy talk. As the drowsy
tune intensified with some vocal anguish Mack’s ears perked up, and
the mention of birds got him excited, but ‘Ooh! It’s Sunny!’ was the
first to get him wriggling around, like some horizontal clubtastic
twerp in slow motion. It’s like children’s TV music from the 60’s
brought forward in time and set against daftly conspiratorial lyrics, so
sweet that Fred actually came wandering in to enjoy it too. Mack felt it
went on a little bit too long and began pulling at some of his claws and
although ‘Alarm Clock’ had him grooving with its lo-fi antagonisms,
he dropped to the floor and found cleaning his bottom more
interesting. The b-movie frequency squiggles of ‘Push The Light’ kept
him twitching even when pretending to be asleep, as Hal the computer
drifts into a coma following a battle of wills, or at least I think that’s
what’s happening, in another scooped out dance drifter. It fills your
room in a weird dreamlike manner and I like it, but a cat in need of
constant sonic stimulation, Mack was less impressed. He has a point
actually, as it is several minutes long, so those of you who felt this was
a doomed experiment can think again.
‘Skin Of Your Teeth’ goes from toytown rave to a brawny take on the
Batman theme, almost, and then snarls like a filthy American punk
nightmare with a chorus of pure infantile glee. The bravado and
dementia, redolent of The Cravats on a daytrip, naturally wins Mack
back over, but it’s not until the lovely, lilting ‘Feral’ that Fred returns
to the office and together they swayed to its curious rhythm and tale.
Terrified, both fled the room when ‘Curse Of The Giant Paw’ burst
out of control, and I had to endure many a reproachful glare
afterwards. Here the band forsake their return to childhood and
rarefied atmospheres for raw vocals and a thumping rhythm, morose
guitar and scenic clamour.
The grotty moments that Mack experienced are things you get used to
after a few playings as although the extended passages could be
truncated it doesn’t actually matter because theirs in an unusual

approach, and you learn to adapt to it, and let everything run its
course. The overall effect is one that is immensely satisfying and there
are frequently several areas of interest within any one song, so you go
back to it all time and time again. The only real problem is that it’s
only nine songs long, a fact which Mack was only too keen to have an
opinion on.
www.giantpaw.co.uk
www.myspace.com/giantpaw

CARELESS WHISKERS

‘THE STARS ARE OURS’ is an extraordinary album, and GIANT PAW are a
fabulous entity (band seeming such an old fashioned term) who have been
creating strange artistic card-based releases and now an album to entertain you
with, and entertain you weirdly. You must check their myspace page for the
terrifying tale that lays behind their chosen name. It will chill you to your
marrow, although if you haven’t bought a marrow recently you may be okay.
ANSWERS: Andy Heintz - PHOTOS: Paul Harter
There’s an awful lot of people in this band, how long does
it actually take to get any one song recorded? Do you rely
on the ancient method of gathering in a studio, or is there
a lot of internet chicanery going on?
“Giant Paw is a very fluid beast, built around a constant nucleus of
Tony Fisher, Chris P and myself (Andy) ...if we meet somebody we
think can add something musically, artistically or visually, we invite
them to come in and do their bit...some stay, some don’t.
“Sometimes people are just there at the right time by chance - for
example, David Dondero was over from America and in the studio to
record a session for Resonance FM when we happened to be dropping
in. He had just been mugged in central London on the way to the
studio and was quite shaken up, so we seized the opportunity to
channel all his pent up frustration and anger - and put him behind a
drum kit to thrash away to ‘Curse Of The Giant Paw’... the drum track
on that song is pure, raw anger, and it shows.

“We do record very slowly ... we will put the bones of a track down
one week, then go back to it later when people are available and layer
more instruments...then later still start mixing once we have all the
elements down. The most difficult part of the process is learning when
to stop tinkering with a song and step back and say it’s
finished....some bands have been discovered, flourished, released a
couple of albums, withered and died in the time it takes us to do a
track...we operate on a different time scale to everyone else!
We haven’t really used the internet for recording, but have met several
of our collaborators, such as Kramer, through it...having said that we
are about to use it in our next set of recordings as Geoff Leigh (Henry
Cow) wants to play flute on a track and cannot get to London easily.”
Now I won’t be repeating all the details of the Giant Paw
legend, as people can read that themselves on Myspace,
but have you managed to gain entry to the Ravenscroft
home to see the fabled icon yourselves?

Hang on! Who are these ugly bastards?

“The Paw was confiscated from Ravenscroft for his own protection,
and because it was deemed too insecure at his residence, and place in a
vault in the British Museum. Ironically it has since gone missing,
presumed stolen (probably mistaken for something valuable).”
I’m imagining you’re a right bunch of ne’er-do-wells from
London’s danker regions, how did you come to be get to
know each other in the first place?
“Tony and I met at a New Year’s Eve party in Prague years ago and
we got Chris by collecting tokens from a cereal packet. The rest of the
members got caught in our orbit, some on purpose, some by mistake.”
What then established enough shared ambition and ideas
to make the band the only ‘sensible’ course of action?
“It was another New Year’s Eve party several years later...a drunken
resolution to do something creative that year... it occurred to us that
we knew a lot of talented people with no real outlet for their creativity,
and we wanted to tap into that...
“Originally we were going to be just a studio project, by Chris soon
persuaded us to play live - he thrives on the live experience!
Was there ever any intention to do things the conventional
route, and you then thought about the printed card limited
editions, or was this a new way for a new era? I mean that
about the new era. I think it’s pretty obvious bands don’t
really expect indie labels to come a-swooping these days
and if you want to do something which isn’t a download
you need to make it interesting or have expectations of
small sales as everyone wants everything for free these
days. Did you get everything sorted as your manifesto
before you ever recorded something?

“From the outset we decided we did not want to take the conventional
route and release standard formats, but frustratingly our distributors
have found that the record shops refuse to accept anything other than
standard shaped packaging for their shelves.

“We decided when we started that we would become a card company
rather than a band and release limited edition hand screen printed
Artcard/CD packages, and try to produce musical curiosities and
oddities rather than the usual CDs, up until the debut album this has
been our route, but for this release, in order to get more people to hear
our music, we had to dumb down to jewel case and downloads.
“We will continue to release our limited edition packages, but they
will be strictly limited handmade artefacts individually numbered and
available mail order only. The limited edition version of the album is
being worked on as we speak, and looking very nice indeed. As we are
a cottage industry and we do everything ourselves the finances often
slow down our more ambitious projects!”
Do you think it then works – I see the first few sold out
completely, in that you find a way of keeping people
interested in the way a record might not grab them, or do
you think it’s the fact it’s actually more artistic anyway and
that makes people prepared to sell their relatives to
ensure they get a copy?
“We love the physicality of a release...the audio information alone is
not enough for us...you cannot divorce the music from the sleeve.
“The fact that our releases are limited means you have to put in the
effort to track them down and catch them whilst you can - there is
something attractive about having to search for a record that makes
you feel somehow more involved with it, as opposed to having it
easily available at the click of a mouse....people are missing out on the

We interrupt this interview to bring you Andy of GIANT PAW’s cats and how they
behave when he’s battering the keys answering my questions

Fudge

Toffee

thrill of hunting down an elusive record in the racks, having to trawl
from shop to shop all over town, the tactile pleasure of holding that
prize when you eventually get it...something solid you can pore over
and examine at length whist listening to the music...we are giving a
little of that back to them.”
Actually, they could swap you relatives for records. That
might work out quite well.
“Hmmm...we could run a side line in spare body parts, or maybe
pies?”
Still on What It’s Like For Bands Today is it liberating
doing what you want when you want, even if I imagine you
have to wait until you can afford it, or is a pain in the arse?
”It’s more a case of sorting out when people are available, so it can
become a logistical nightmare...but it is ultimately rewarding as we
control every aspect of what we do, and have no time limits or artistic
boundaries.”
Of course the CD is quite conventional. I bet it was with a
heavy heart that you opened boxes of those.
“It was the only way to get our music into certain outlets...if things
don’t fit neatly in the racks or stores the shops will simply refuse to
stock them, so our hands were tied. Only Rough trade and a couple of
other shops would stock our cards, and they didn’t know where to put
them, so we ended up with the magazines and fanzines!
Before we get to the album, what pets do you have? (Bonus points are
awarded for cats.)

studio, is patrolled by a huge white cat called Spook... Tony has a
bicycle he pets like a cat!”
And before we really do get to the album what other bands are you
involved with. Some people tremble while warning each other that The
Men That Will Not Be Blamed For Nothing exist. I suspect there
could be others?
“Indeed there are, apart from my steampunkery...Tony is part of an
experimental guitar drone group called Slave Ship, Chin is drummer
in Dark Captain Light Captain, Tracey sings with Tiguana Bibles,
who are big in Portugal, Kev is a DJ/engineer for the GlassShrimp
collective at Resonance FM, Tove is in a new band called Mordros,
David Dondero is a Team Love (Bright Eyes label) recording artist,
Tom is involved in many latino, jazz and world music projects as
percussionist, Maria is an award winning ceramics maker and artist,
Jez, who worked on several of our releases, used to sing in Lords of
The New Church after Stiv Bators died...and Joe Vaux, who painted
the Flood picture on the back of the CD works on the cartoon Family
Guy in the States!”
Right, ‘Flood’ then. It’s like a Radio 4 reading crossed with an
ambient outtake from ‘London Calling’, which is clearly a good thing,
but when did the story telling aspect occur, and why this type of story?
Was it kicked off by a specific incident?
“We wrote that song after I had been up all night watching footage of
Hurricane Katrina, and the tsunami on youtube... the musical had a
strange dreamlike quality that reminded me of drowning in slow
motion, and the images and sleep deprivation drifted into the
lyrics...along with my bleak view of the humanity...how rather than
help a drowning man people would rather throw things at him as he
bobs along.”

“It’s Mick’s bonuses all the way for the Paw!
“I have two ginger cats called Toffee and Fudge, Chris until recently
had two cats but one died a couple of months back, and Praxis, our

‘Mosquito’ – I think this is a true story but you have concealed the
identity of the actual mosquito.

“‘Mosquito’ was about a mosquito called Stan. I don’t want to talk
about it. He knows who he is and what he did.”
Is this demented caper, as with any song, the result of shared
influences, because it’s a bit hard to believe you have all individually
always wanted to make precisely this sound. Who came up with the
idea for this one, and how does it change from the initial suggestion?
Does it go through various stages?
“Musically it started as a jam playing with elements of African
rhythms, but somehow ended up in Latin America, via Kramer in
Florida...a sort of southern hemisphere cocktail. It morphed as more
people contributed and ended up nothing like the original song!”
The pastoral peculiarities of ‘Tea On The Lawn’ with a
proprietorial attitude to birds – this reminds of weirdo
bands from the late 60’s and early 70’s, what about you?
“Perhaps it’s influences from our old Harvest records vinyl collection
bubbling to the surface... it was a sunny day and we were feeling
quintessentially English for a change...we all put on cricket whites,
like the 5th Doctor, and drank tea from fine bone china...the
blackbirds were gossiping in the trees. They do that. It ended up in the
song.”
And when did you last actually take tea on the lawn? I
hope you’re not lying to us.
“We create our own reality, eventually even we believe or own lies.”
‘Ooh! It’s Sunny!’ – a lopsided lope onto the wild side here
with some lacey dance shenanigans? Why did this
happen, and why was it so long which does, for all its odd
prettiness, undermine its impact.
“It starts with the Doctor inviting Martha on a trip into space, then
launches into a tranced out journey that slowly folds and swirls...the
length probably comes from us getting locked into that swirling

groove...there is loads going on in the second half of the song, every
time you listen you can hear a different nuance...there is even a
musical saw solo! ...repetition is a form of change, apparently!”
‘Alarm Clock’ bangs on the same line too, didn’t you
notice?
“We don’t tend to notice much!”
It had one of those bits in which I see in some of your
songs which remind me of music from children’s TV from
long, long ago. Is this accidental?
“All those little tunes sit in the recesses of our memories and
occasionally seep out and influence the present...most of the time we
do not realise until someone else points it out...it is very seldom a
conscious decision, just a childhood obsession with the BBC
radiophonic workshop rearing its head!”
‘Push The Light’ is drowsily attractive, which is odd as the
lyrics don’t exactly match up to much do they?
“The whole of that song charts the disintegration and rebirth of a
mind... from the moment the patient is wheeled down the corridor
strapped to a trolley, to the birth of the new personality at the end...it
was also an opportunity to sing a duet with the HAL9000 computer,
something you don’t get to do every day!”
‘Skin Of Your Teeth’ is totally mad, can you list how
different influences shunt together in this?
“It’s the clutter in our brains you are hearing. Little snippets of
everything we have ever heard thrown up into one handy bite sized
portion. It actually sounds quite normal to us.”
‘Feral’ – is this a dream put to music, it’s surreal but like a
lullaby gone wrong?
“This was a cautionary tale for day dreaming children...don’t create
imaginary friends and then abandon them!”
‘Curse Of The Giant Paw’ – punky naughtiness!
“It clatters along like a carthorse with a rocket up it’s arse...it took
months to capture the wilful abandon of this song...we carefully
scored every element, then ripped it up and sewed it back together at
unnatural angles...then we added a touch of post mugging anger, and
voila! The result frightens my cats.
“If you listen carefully you can hear the theme tune of the tomorrow
people in there somewhere!”
The moment you started this band did you start finding
out that there are other artists doing similar things in this
country, or are you there, on your own, bereft?
“We are a bit out on a limb, but there must be kindred spirits out there
somewhere! Promoters find it very difficult putting together a
likeminded bill, and we always seem to stand out like a sore thumb!”
My cats are still a bit resentful at how short the album is,
and I try to explain that isn’t my fault, it’s yours. I assume
you can admit to shortcomings in this area?
“Tell your cats that we intentionally limited it to nine tracks - one for
each of their nine lives. That’s all they get.”

www.giantpaw.co.uk

GOTHIC Dark Glamour
Valerie Steele and Jennifer Park
Yale University Press

This is followed by another image, equally vivid, of two wild-haired
woman either side of an elaborate homemade laboratory set-up, both
of these images the work of one Eugenio Recuenco.

This book sets a new standard within our scene as it will be hard for
any publisher to beat in future for any book on Goth, given that it is a
high quality 182 page cloth-bound hardback coffee table work with
stunning quality full page, even double page, colour images
predominant. It exudes luxury, and will only have been printed in
relatively small numbers, so you can consider this the item you might
wish to get someone as a present, because nobody will resent
receiving this. It also has an unusual mission: “This gorgeous book is
the first in-depth study of the Gothic influence on fashion.”

Although it’s an academic work overall, it’s reader friendly in tone,
and also has an all-inclusive approach, whereby Valerie points out that
while much has been written about Gothic Music, Art, Literature,
Cinema and Architecture, there hasn’t been much about the fashion,
and in this essay she seeks to answer two fundamental questions. 1)
Why is Gothic Fashion often maligned and 2) what is the source of its
enduring appeal?

Valerie deals with the Fashion, the History and the Subculture, while
Jennifer tackles the music, and you’re dazzled from the start with a
double page photo of a top-hatted gent looking suitably funereal,
standing at one end of an ad-hoc surgical table on which lays a blonde
in a fancy dress who is being observed by a man who could be a
doctor or torturer, her amputated right lug being carried by a snooty
child, and you think, What The F….?

So she briskly runs a finger down the historical spine, with the
original Goths (people0 in the third century, through the Middle Ages
(Art, Architecture), observing that Gothic was specifically applied to
Fashion in the 13 to 15 centuries as applied to aspects of Northern
European dress, with mega-headdresses and long sleeves, and men
wearing skin-tight leggings and pointed shows. Following the Black
Death art “spawned a macabre obsession with skeletons and rotting
corpses”, and long may it do so.
During the period of the so-called Enlightenment this fashion style
and artistic allure would be deemed ‘Dark’, as “an irrational fear of
witchcraft, sorcery and Satanism ran rampant.” This then produced
a schism in which the appeal to any outsider became enormously
satisfying, and here she selects Horace Walpole as a fitting example.
We then skip through literature, from his own Castle Of Otranto
(1764), on through The Mysteries Of Udolpho (1794), The Monk
(1796), Frankenstein (1818), The Vampyre (1819), and Dracula
(1897), while also including the Neo-Gothic in Romantic works such
as Wuthering Heights or Jane Eyre which embodied the same type, but
she also nods towards French Decadent literature and German
Expressionist cinema.
We move naturally to music and the modern Goth ways, correctly
putting Post-Punk in its rightful place and noting how Goth drew on
Victorian mourning and Medieval iconography every bit as Horror
films and literature, and the only minor quibbles would be where she
states Goths having a primarily black image in the dress code, which
mainly start happening mid-80’s, and that Goth was at its biggest in
the early 80’s when it was the latter years.
It then moves into the meat of the book, which is where I have little
reference points to identify with, as she explains how Gothic fashion
wasn’t just for Goths, but the way ‘high’ fashion becomes Gothicized’
when alluding to known Gothic associations, and she has plenty of
examples of these through the years, of designers, and collections, as
well as people involved with the scene, and along the way you get

plenty of fascinating glimpses into what was adopted and why, and
where. It’s interesting to note that the Victorians, who we regard as
obsessed with death themselves despised Walpole. We waltz from Poe
to Baudelaire, assessing memento mori but also getting more
historical illumination, such as black not just being linked to a hint of
dangerous glamour, but also aristocrats as black dye was initially so
expensive.

We get a Batcave analysis, including people active within the scene at
the time, including Laura (Morbid Outlook) McCutchan, and a look at
the development of Goth styles, through Industrial, Cyber, Gravers,
Gothic Lolita, with a particularly interesting point during he ‘Fashion,
Death And Time’ section that Fashion is inherently doomed, as it is
designed to forever die young, then be replaced/reborn, and the
influences are global, with one Yohji Yamamoto revering black.

The Subculture section, which also weaves through a Fashion subplot
is fascinating, with the revelation in the Year of Punk being at its
height designer Karl Lagerfeld held his own ‘Moratoire Noire’ party
where people were informed ‘totally tragic black dress required.’

I didn’t understand it all, but then I wouldn’t, but I learnt a lot.
In the music section Jennifer Park’s ‘Melancholy And The Macabre’
is pretty spot-on, again getting the Post-Punk influences, and Goth

movement itself correctly separated, and going through the early
bands pre and proto-Goth, with Velvet Undergound, Bowie/Ziggy/
Iggy, Pistols, Joy Division, Banshees, Cure….then sort of bumping
into Birthday Party, Sisters, March Violets, Sex Gang and Specimen,
and it’s only her claim that ‘Today the scene is littered with very
derivative bands that largely appear as copies of their favourite Gothic
Rock band’ which I would definitely argue with.
Visually, it’s just a treat throughout. It’s a shame it didn’t have photos
at the end to top and tail the book, as it rather dies out during the
music section, but there are striking images throughout, with various
modern Goths taken by top photographers, and plenty of shots
highlighting why designer Alexander McQueen has such a strong
appreciation of everything to do with Goth (aside from having an
ancestor executed as a with in Salem!). You get a famous painting or
two, some Propaganda covers, a Vogue fashion shoot, Dita von Teese,

costumes from Bra, Stoker’s Dracula, an original Victorian Mourning
Dress which is highly impressive, a wonderful Max Vadakul photo,
outfits by Kambriel, Jean Paul Gaultier, Olivier Theyskens and
Galliano, and in the music there’s some photos from my collection of
Vanian, Jonny Slut, Pete Murphy, Siouxsie, the Batcave, Patricia
Morrison, Danse Society, Alien Sex Fiend and Southern Death Cult.
You also get a ‘select’ discography, bibliography and online resource
guide, and you’ll be happy overall, and very impressed because it is
every bit as special as it feels. You actually savour the look before you
even start reading.
www3.fitnyc.edu/museum/gothic/ - The Exhibition
www.amazon.com/Gothic-Dark-Glamour-Valerie-Steele/dp/
0300136943 – direct ordering

‘THE G-word’
There was a time when Goth appearing anywhere as a subject would have necessitated endless
sneering and cheap jibes. The playing of this documentary on Radio 2 marks yet another
interesting shift in coverage of the genre. Admittedly most of the musicians involved, generally
regarded by even people unaware of the genre as Goth Bands, did the whole denial thing, but
that’s musicians for you. They don’t understand the actual associative benefits of Brand
Awareness and so scoot sideways into a world of seclusion, confusion and slow senile breakdowns.
Let’s have a little look, shall we? Yes, okay, we shall...
Now Andrew Collins does have a smug face, but we mustn’t hold that
against him, because this is a man who left NME on principle when
they imposed Steve Sutherland as the new Editor against the wishes of
all present (as well as all known laws of God and Man). Collins also
has a pretty good reputation for his radio show(s), so I think we have
to give him some credit for fronting this, which was wonderfully
researched by Helen Lennard, after which he does the easy part of
linking pieces together while sounding droll.
I missed the show when it was broadcast due to Lucy Cat required a
lot of tending when she was ill, and I am indebted to christhegoth who
send me a recording of it.
Andrew Collins lets slip early on how he was a Goth in the year of
1984 and the way he says this implies that in 1985 he probably
wasn’t, no doubt graduating to being a Smiths disciple. If his interest
in Goth was purely peripheral, as with any person embracing a genre
as a passing fancy, it also explains some other remarks he makes, and

why he doesn’t actually understand Goth, but his vague participation
also explains why he doesn’t stick the boot in.
There’s some big names in the line-up, with Siouxsie, David J,
Severin, Jon Klein, Gary Numan (!), Wayne Hussey, Andi, Abbo…but
while they’re mainly, Abbo aside, dismissive or ambivalent, there are
Goths interviewed at Whitby who kick off by explaining what it is and
isn’t about, pointing the finger at Ignorance being behind
misunderstandings, from others, of what Goth is, and by contrast
emphasising just how intelligent and artistic many participants of
Goth are.
Anne Sudworth: “The Goth scene in general is one that does
embrace creativity”
I’m quoted a few times, which I will reprint here, so that I have my
own record, should I wish to use them some other time, as my own
official BBC copy has still yet to appear, and not because I think you
will be fascinated my droning,

UK Decay - did you know the first CD version
of their original album is out any day now?

David J relaxes with the paper,
very much a gentleman

Kev, Specimen’s Dark Overlord

Collins has Punk Rock as the start of Goth, which is fine by me,
because there’s no way anything before that led to it, despite various
Punk or pre-Punk bands having an influence on various people, but he
credits New Romantic imagery as leaking over, which wasn’t true.

a well intentioned polite remark I have to wonder what on Earth he is
doing there? It’s like Tim Rice being asked along.
Johnny Cash is mentioned, and ‘Hurt’ plays as Collins says if Cash
had met a man in makeup he’d have killed him, just to watch him die.

Abbo: “The Post-Punk thing was a bit more intelligent.”
Me: “Punk was very direct. It told you several basic things. The
country was in a shocking state, the far right was on the rise, if you
were into the political thing and needed to get active, the music that
existed before Punk was boring, and you needed to concentrate on
your own aspirations rather than being told what was expected of
you. Well, it did that very successfully, and once you understood that
you needed to move on.”
Siouxsie reveals Punk liberated her as Punk encouraged females to be
assertive, and she’d had glam influences, Jon Klein points out that
boys in makeup appeals to girls, while accepting the unavoidable fact
that Specimen remain best known for their image and not their music.

Gary Numan explains that his white-faced look came from a BBC
makeup woman, and I’m not sure I care because every time he makes

Chris from WAGTEY uses
hypnotism to make Abbo
adopt an ungainly pose

Me: “…and when he did that cover of the NIN songs, ‘Hurt’, one of
the greatest things I’ve ever heard or seen, the video was just
astonishing – Johnny Cash was one of the great songwriters but
yeah, very much the outsider, and that is part of the Goth ethos. One
of my favourite pics ever, there’s a picture of Johnny Cash
classically giving the middle finger to the camera, because the
country music hierarchy finally gave him a public award, and that
was his thank you.”
The matter of who first coined the G word arises and Pete Scathe is
adamant, “I’m sorry Siouxsie, it was you.”
It’s good to see Abbo there and UK Decay getting a mention. He
admits they used the darker imagery. Andi remembers Ian Astbury and
Billy Duffy used to call him The Count, after a Sesame Street
character. Siouxsie chatters on about Louise Brooks, Cabaret,
decadence…
Disparate elements, Collins muses, what holds it together:
atmosphere, tension, alienation?
Me again: “If you going to see a Goth band or they get into a band
with quite a dense sound it’s only gonna be a dark thing that’s given
off. It tends to be music that’s got quite a clandestine quality to it
and that’s something that it’s always had; whether it’s quite an
attractive, romantic mood, whether it’s an abrasive, severe
threatening mood, there’s always an atmosphere. You don’t get many
‘happy’ Goth bands.”
Then they play Joy Division for some reason.

Abbo, free of the spell, displays some
angst

Abbo: “Thatcher’s Britain wasn’t a great place to be. Culture
always reflects what’s going on politically. And we certainly felt that
despite making this music that was a little bit on the escapist side
because of some of the imagery a lot of our songs like ‘For My
Country’ had a very pertinent message for guys we’d gone to school
with.”
Good God, a UK Decay song being played on the radio!! Collins
mentions the music of that time included ground-playing electronica
Me: “The one thing that the early Goth bands had that came out of
Punk was they’d often have a really vibrant rhythm, often quite
tribal. They had quite dramatic vocal styles – a band like UK Decay
started off as quite a nice little bouncy punk band and then suddenly
they’ve got this huge drum sound, and they’ve got the weird guitar
sound because Spon had a string missing and created his own
chords and stuff. Bands were doing weird things, and making a
bleak sound, like Gloria Mundi, they really stood out.”
Abbo also remembers the strength of rhythm among bands with
strong drummers, with their own identity, which is unheard of today,
and going to play with bands they’d never heard before.
“We’d play the Music Machine with Killing Joke, we all came form
places that weren’t particularly fashionable. That was something
that gave you a bit of isolation. If you played the Bridge House in
Canning Town where I used to see a lot of bands you had almost a
certain sound from that area. There wasn’t any other band from
Luton apart Jethro Tull so we were quite safe in our influences
because we couldn’t play flute.”
Jon Klein admits you needed to experiment, as opposed to falling back
on dodgy guitar solos, so you’d get scratchy echoing Daniel ash. It all
goes in the mix, and Doktor Avalanche gets a namecheck. Abbo refers
to Gothic imagery and its depth, adding, “it’s about artistry and
intelligence” before mentioning a curious liking for Evanessence.

Collins says Peter Murphy is his hero, as things get a bit weird, and
Jon Klein reveals Kev in Specimen always hard the darkest thoughts.
Humour gets a mention and there’s a good Robert Smith spoof from
the Mary Whitehouse experience where The Cure are covering ‘The
Laughing Policeman.’ I’d forgotten all about that programme!
Me: “Self-deprecation is part of it, otherwise it would be like taking
Morrissey to the nth degree.”
Some surprisingly dull stuff about The Batcave gives way to Abbo
recalling how UK Decay and Bauhaus swapped gigs, even though they
didn’t really like each other, as Abbo continues by mentioning the
simply connectivity of bands and cassettes, postally. One continually
expanding network.
As Collins bizarrely cites NIN and Manson as examples of Stateside
Goth activity the quality dips low, and Tim Burton is mentioned as
their Gothfather, which is odd, as I remember mentioning Rozz
Williams, but pretty soon we’re at 1988 as Acid House heralds the

Jonny Slut looking a bit psycho

Jonny and Kev

death knell, when writers on music papers who were getting into their
late twenties started trying to be hip again by going to raves and
writing effusive articles about a one-dimensional scene. Pasty-faced
men in baggy tops looking unconvincing in the Stamford Arms. I
remember it well.
Collins bypasses the 90’s be introducing Jo from Whitby who points
out she’s never advertised, it just grows and grows, explaining a
natural interest.
Me (following on from some other point): “But the other reason that
it lasts is…let’s say first you get into the guitar bands, later on you
might get into the more ethereal, the more relaxing stuff, the more
chill out side of it. Whatever you get into you can move from one
area to another and there’s so much there there’s no reason for you
to get bored.”
Julianne Regan sits by the harbour, and the annoying emo Goths get a
mention, although Jo sounds concerned because in theory they’re part
of the future, but I think generations will simply be skipped later, with
a new intelligent younger strain coming through to replace the dorkish
ones.

Jon and Ollie

“Sulking in your bedroom now had a soundtrack,” Collins chirps,
seemingly unaware that the first and second generations of Goths
weren’t ever the bedroom sulking types.
My favourite bit of imagery comes from Jon Klein: “I’d toured in
Italy for example and you’re heading towards a gig, out on the open
road, in the vineyards, not a tree for miles, mother nature, and you
suddenly see ten people, black silhouettes with long coats and spiky
hair, on their pilgrimage towards the town, and this happens
everywhere…”
South America is brought up.
Me: “People used to tell me you won’t find these bands out there
because, ‘it’s hot’! That’s such a stupid reaction - in countries,
especially catholic countries, where there are so many religious
ceremonies that involve death you’ve got so many visual stimuli to
take if you’re in a band, to adapt to your own uses, that I always
assumed there’d be tons of Goth bands, and there are.”
Goth is back, Collins gushes, and he believes this music will fill
teenage bedrooms up and down the country. “The delicious fear of
the dark, that cathartic desire to wallow in our own ennui, that
longing for something more esoteric and dangerous, after all …into
every life a little rain must fall, but it’s not necessarily the end of the
world, just don’t mention the G-word.”
Oh, hush now! There was a little bit more, but that outburst, however
genial, was so soppy and unnecessary I stopped paying attention.
It wasn’t a bad programme in any way, it just missed the main point
really, presumably because for him it was only a fad – he does seem
almost orgasmic over hairspray so maybe Goth was a fancy dress
opportunity he missed as a child – and maybe this explains why he
assumes for most people it was too, instead of it being the longest
running subculture known, and a continually changing one at that,
which the majority of long-stay participants find deeply artistic. It’s at
the heart of what art, and music, actually is, not a minor blip in some
idiotic teenage rite of passage.

Jon at the Batcave, being ‘cheekily
glam’ we must suppose.

IKON
AMONGST THE RUNES
Nile
Ooh, I also got sent a limited
(100 copies) CD of rarities
‘Boulevard Of Broken Dreams:
Volume 1’ which I’d downloaded
previously from their site (they
have another free set in their
‘Audio’ section now), but it’s
lovely to have it in a sleeve. I’ll
run through that in the next issue of THE MICK. For now we have
last year’s EP to consider, which provides ample evidence why they’re
one of the more steadfast and reliable of Gothic Rock bands. Indeed,
if you can’t appreciate their developing style and studied quality you
probably don’t get Goth in the first place. It has a different feel to
some of the previous work but contains the same characteristics, with
a clipped energy, bursts of hot and cold, and a determined economy to
bring out their melodic best. They like to change through time, which
is a good sign, and even manage to be both chipper and beset by
doom.

IKON
BOULEVARD OF BROKEN DREAMS: Volume 1
Own Label
Ikon sometimes pop a load of rare versions of songs up on their
website for people to access and I nabbed this lot and burnt my own
CD last year, but obviously it’s far nicer to have one in a sleeve and
they kindly sent me one of this limited edition release (of 100copies),
which is lovely. Tomorrow I’ll be burning the current lot they have up
there.
A very sober and slightly whirring ‘Blue Murder’ live from 2007, a
lovely live recording of ‘Blue Snow Red Rain’ from 2003, fluid and
nervy and ‘Burning Desire’ in rehearsal, 2001.
‘Ceremony’ glows at a 2003 gig, then they cover ‘Fall Apart’ by those
reptiles DIJ live from 2007, which I ignored, then there’s a rousing if
dinky 2002 demo of ‘Father Of Lies.’
The straight simplicity of an acoustic ‘Rome’ acoustic from 2005 lulls
you, then a live version of ‘Cydonia’ is atmospheric and quite doomy,
just as ‘The Disappeared’ is tensely flickering.
A 2001 demo of ‘The Dying Crown’ gets some much needed drum
kick to stop it dying itself but it has a good consumptive feel, and the
1999 demo of ‘Wheels In Motion’ is very touching, before they leave
with a live ‘Condemnation’ from 2007 which is sprucely absorbing.
I wish more bands did things like this.

‘Amongst The Runes’ moves forward smoothly, the rhythm matched
by the keyboards and vocal delivery everything hypnotically
regimented, guitar held back but decorative over prudent drums. The
sound takes on an alien remoteness for ‘Set The Controls For The
Heart Of The Sun’ which skitters by over scooped out percussion and
a loping beat with the guitar flaying itself softly.
‘War Of Love’ has a poignant beauty with strings and acoustic tucked
in behind the forlorn vocals, although I didn’t quite grasp the lyrical
point. ‘Nowhere To Turn’ rides a thorny dark guitar, then opens up
with a tepid flow growing hotter, including some gorgeously gawf
guitar and more pottery electronic incursion, with relentless vocal
guidance as it slices through on its linear bent. ‘Stalag 13’ couldn’t be
better placed to mix optimism with a grim tone, as looking forward to
freedom and losing loved ones are pitted together over a tense slow
step. Then it’s an extended ‘Among The Runes’ skipping about and
we’re done.
There’s a new album this year too. Me happy.
www.ikondomain.com

KUBIX
SIEVE
Erisian

LONG BONE TRIO
CHAINEY PIECES
Lap

‘Burn For
You’ did more
than enough to
dent my
cynicism of
anyone really
going for a
‘noise art
project’ as I
figured looking
at them they’d
be another
crafty ebm
outfit along
with majority
of the whelps whose records end up in my bin after their deceitful
approaches. But no! It crunches into action over some mean, clipped
rock guitar, with a brutish Industrial beat, and as it falls away or
storms back, it’s a song which fuses metal and electronics together as
best fits their unruly needs, and vocals creep over or slide gleefully
around the main mass which for its noise retains a strict melodic
structure. Noise proves to be their badge of courage, but they use it in
unpredictable ways.

They started off with some seven inch vinyl and now only he label it
insists on claiming it works at 33 and a third spm (swoons per minute)
so they’re having fun with form, and having fun making a deliciously
ungodly racket.

‘Rain’ is more attractive, while being uglier still, with a whirring
sound close to a starter motor long past its best, overridden by a
vicious, seething rhythm that buries the vocals, guitar and keyboards
creating fluid sludge of dangerous temperatures. ‘Dis’ keeps lower
and sounds wayward and ominous, with a suitably distraught vocal
presence as the guitar glowers.
‘Eyes Open’ appears to be saying ‘Vietcong’ like a distant relative to
23 Skidoo all those years ago, like a tortured version of ambient.
‘Malcontent’ is just that, a right leering bastard, but with some
gracious splinters in its very sore thumb of sound and in all the
fractious typhoon you really do learn to glean the subtleties, although
lyrics garbled around the admission of not knowing what a song
means is a bit daft.
The bumpy and curvy ‘Emissions’ is alluring but creepy. There’s a
worrisome woman in the story, as the sound compresses like walls
closing in on you and the end of the tunnel is a long way off, and a
cunning guitar attached to a tiny helicopter is coming straight at you.
‘Ottum’ (what?) is quite gentle in its own way, like taking a bath in a
ditch, then ‘Leave Lines’ offers you a juicy dance promises but opts
for crawling over jagged fissures instead but still flutters around the
ears in a pleasing manner.
‘Scrape v.2.0’ didn’t do anything for me, an extended moan, but the
weirded-out, pootling ‘Tin Man’ is strangely charming. It doesn’t so
much start and get anywhere as surprise you by simply being there,
after which the equally politely sick ‘Clear’ makes some sort of sense,
because the album is slowing down and exuding a pustular character,
hissing and kissing the grimy air. It then seems only right that
‘Growing Sky’ is demure and positively obsequious to the idling
piano and percussion, seeing us out into a fragrant Spring evening,
happy to have escaped, impressed to have been entertained in such an
insistent and considered manner, but then as we turn to salute them we
can’t find any doorway back.
They’ve gone! What it was all about I haven’t the faintest idea, it’s
like several bands and approaches in one, yet it’s just the one record.
Maybe they’re mad?
www.kubixband.com
www.myspace.com/donkubix

‘Oscar Flies In The Face Of Reason’ must be compared by asking you
to imagine a less gout-ridden Inca Babies turning away from their
favoured Swamp Blues and instead merging with ghosts of The
Cramps. It’s a mobile variation, the rhythm bending in the wind like
an errant giant saw attached to a windmill sail. Rickety drums,
feverish vocals, raw knuckle guitar. That goes for ‘Set Fire To The
Things You Love’ too, but with ‘Peekaboo Widow’ the vocals stay
more in control, the music pulled in tighter out of respect for this
encounter with normality, and the playful vocal vivacity within grim
surroundings remainds me also of very early Ants, which is never a
bad thing. Pencil thin guitar sketches neatly around the stolid heart,
and it’s a curiously happy sound.
‘Bleedin’ Heart’ is like a filthy, stripped down Ausgang (not in reality,
just in
comparative
terms, to let
you know
where we’re
going), with a
sustained
niggling
guitar
incursion
behind the
clipped,
yelping
vocals. ‘Your
Eyes’ is
steadier still,
in the
weirdest song
where the
lyrics keep
you guessing
and eventually leave you mystified. This must be Kafkabilly.
‘Fathead’ is high intensity social drama of a peculiar kind with some
lovely guitar curls and bracing percussive encouragement, leading into
a wiggling, jumping ‘Black Buttercups’ which is a bit like The Cure
going for a charity parachute jump and halfway down realising no
chutes have opened, but actually they’re not bothered, they’re
spouting drivel anyway. ‘Heidi’s A Fish’ is relentless and makes no
sense, then the slow motion guitar and brisk snare kicks the deranged
‘Loose Teeth’ along which is brief and again keeps you thinking what
the Hell is this about, which is fun. A broody, lumbering ‘Hot Potato’
is the only one which doesn’t work for me, as the repeated lines, ‘no
more hot potatoes, no more scratchy fingers’ isn’t exactly
illuminating, or stirring, just annoying.
A riveting and terse album overall, it ends on a high with the vicious
little story trapped inside the peculiar ‘Worm’, and I love the idea of
someone with a tattoo on their back which says, ‘I can see you, I’m
going to get you.’ ‘Link’ closes with an illustrious instrumental spirit,
dignified and lurching, until you hear some indistinct voices talking at
the end. It doesn’t have quite the same sound as the other tracks so it
only enhances the weirdness of this glimpse into a strange world, and
yet the sounds will be quite familiar, played with relish and all of it
invitingly fresh and just ever so slightly sinister.
www.myspace.com/longbonetrio

MACK, at great
expense, has
agreed to reveal
the secrets of
Comedy Yawning.
Step 1:
Take a seat,
and limber up.

Step 2:
Always remember
that posture can help
you look completely
mental.

Step 3:
Center your focus and
you too can channel
Billy Idol.

TURNING TABLES
DJ, web maestro and designer, MARK SPLATTER is a name many of you know, but
it won’t only be regular visitors to his Deathrock.com who will find this interview
interesting, because I try and make sense of what sort of life a DJ has. They get
good and bad press within the Goth scene, but what is it the life actually like, and
what is the enjoyment to be had?
Mark is currently doing a DJ tour, so let’s push him for some answers.

A nation-hopping DJ, clearly with a sense of purpose.
What is this new purpose?
A sense of adventure. I’m hungry for travel, adventure, music,
experience, and everything that comes along with it. I saw the
opportunity arise to pick up and go on a self-arranged tour that would
take me to places I’ve never been before, that seemed to me better
than remaining stationary. I was getting a bit stagnant and impatient.
How many types of slots could you do – in style terms, if
requested: Deathrock, Early Goth, Dark Country etc – or a)
does no-one request generic nights and b) you only have
your own approach which involves what you’re into at that
moment?
The type of music I like to play fits into a lot of categories, and I think
its possible to play a gothic night using a lot of different genres when
you pick the right tracks. Same with playing to an audience who’s not

particularly gothic, you can play a set that uses gothic tunes that fit in
perfectly. There’s always common ground on both sides of the fence.
And there’s new things I can’t really play at one type of club that I can
play at the other and vice versa. I really get excited when the chance to
blend genres like that which only comes in specific moments.
Travelling about anyway, how many records have you got
with you, if you’re away for a while, going country to
country?
Most of the time its limited to one (jammed) book of CDs, and I’m
always picking up more along the way, because everywhere I go, I
inevitably wind up talking to people about music. This way I learn
about things I’d never heard of, bands from that city or country, or
something I might have missed that was always right under my nose,
as well as picking up demos and albums from people.
Are you relying on CD compilations you’ve concocted to
save space? I can’t see you getting around places easily
with boxes of vinyl and CDs.
I used to carry around a flight case packed with CDs, then I started
realizing I mostly operated off of my compilations, hand picked
tracks. When I started Ghoul School, I would make a new CD
compilation every week out of the hundreds of old and new bands I’d
discover, or my favourite essentials. After that, I continued this
tradition. Its well over 50 editions now of music, each one reminds me
of a specific time, place, or feeling, from a broad range of deathrock,
post-punk, psychobilly, new wave, electro, punk, indie, 50s and 60s
rock, not to mention soundtracks and samples I take from my
favourite movies.
What tracks must you have with you to get you through
the experience?
When I’m travelling to another country, I like to fill my mp3 player
with stuff from that country, to listen to on planes trains automobiles
and just walking about. Whatever else I’ve been listening to lately.
There’s also some songs that I cant let go of, usually where the lyrics
really connect with what I’m experiencing.
Flip back through time, and how did you first become a
DJ?

MARK
SPLATTER

I had just started doing deathrock.com and collecting music in earnest.
There was no downloading software then. It was all eBay, Generation
Records on Thompson street, and some tape traders I found online and
in the classifieds of punk magazines. I was hanging out with Charlie
the Slut and Paul Morden (R.I.P.) 1n 1998. They were the single pair
of DJs left in New York who weren’t playing exclusively EBM and
industrial that had dominated the clubs. They weren’t playing it at all.
I kept bugging them to DJ with them, so on thanksgiving 1998 we did

Mark in Ottoawa - pic: Morbid Outlook Magazine

an event called “Stuff The Turkey” in NYC, and after that I joined
them weekly for a night called “Murder”. Even though deathrock and
the ‘oldschool revival’ was just tiny at that time, I began to see an
opportunity for more through DJing, by introducing new bands who
previously didn’t really have a specific audience.
You’d been in bands, and you would do writing too, so
what drew you to DJing above those areas?
To say I’ve been in bands is a bit of an overstatement, I’ll get to that
later. But writing emerged naturally out of necessity and love for
discovering and spreading music. I’d write bios for the bands whose
LPs I was discovering; I’d write reviews for bands that wanted to
connect with deathrock.com. The DJing came as a logical evolution of
wanting to re-introduce this great sound into society.
What were you proudest of having achieved in the US and
what sticks out in your mind as amazing nights?
The best was definitely Ghoul School and the family that grew around
it, the friends and family that were around all the time. It got a lot of
attention, good and bad, and it was a fun piece of Hollywood history. I
worked with a lot of cool people, met some of my favourite musicians
and bands. Deathrock.com has also been important, a lot of people
have stumbled across the site in search of music, and though there’s
dozens of webzines and archive sites out there now, Deathrock.com
made a lasting impression.

was already into punk bands like Bad Religion, Social Distortion, and
Rudimentary Peni, but then one night I heard the Misfits. The
combination of music and horror drove me crazy. The search for more
bands like that was a real adventure for a 15 year old. I was also into
comics and photos a lot, and started learning about artists at the same
time, the first of which was Joel Peter Witkin.
It seems you didn’t take long to leave America, why was
that?
I had a taste of Europe and it attracted my sense of adventure. And I’d
already moved thousands of miles going from NY to LA, so it seemed
like a natural progression. So staking out on my own to a new country
was a challenge I was ready to take.
How did you progress – in terms of working out what
works best for an audience compared to you?
I don’t make much of a compromise there. I have my idea of what
sounds good on a dancefloor or in a bar. And every different city has
its individual expected tracks, and there’s no way I can or want to
predict that. If a DJ really needs to please an audience there’s usually a
few international classics, but if you rely too much on those, its too
cliché. The best times I ever had at a club were when the DJ plays
kickass music that I never heard before.

Musically, in terms of bands, what impressed you most as
a youth, what genuinely inspired you and why?

Do you actually forgo what you know would be the Mark
Splatter preference, for what will excite an audience most
or are the two thinks happily coincidental? Or is it all on
your terms and if they don’t like it they can fuck off?

I’d say that before I was interested in music, I was a horror-fan. My
dad had an intense library of VHSs that he’d taped off TV, and every
weekend I would be watching all kinds of movies, especially horror. I

I only bring with me what I like to play. If something’s not working, I
just have to take it in a new direction. I can’t always fill requests, but I
don’t antagonize the audience, we’re all there for a good time!

Mistress McCutchan and Mark in Montreal
Pic: Morbid Outlook Magazine

Montreal again
Pic: Morbid Outlook Magazine

What was it like DJing overall when you started compared
to now? What’s changed, for the better or worse?
It’s amazing how many bands have appeared and reappeared since
I’ve started. In the late 90s there were a scattered few bands, either
gothic or with no particular genre. Since then, batcave, deathrock,
post-punk, you name it. There are more bands to play, and there are
places all over the world that love to hear it! When I started, it really
seemed like there was nothing. But it seems like at the same time, in
all the essential spots, like New York, Los Angeles, and Germany,
there were revivals starting to take place.

I don’t know, I look at it as a way to travel, meet new people, drink
new alcohols, and discover new music, and learn new things about art,
history, language and food. I’m not looking for status.
Does it ever strike you as funny, turning up, playing
records, having a great time, and getting paid?
It’s not strange, DJs get paid in every genre. It’s showbiz. We provide
entertainment. Clubs and bars make money off of people having a
good time. There’s nothing funny about that. It always blows my mind
to see places who never heard of paying DJs before, it seems very
unfair.

What’s the rivalry like? Do you ever get the cold shoulder
from people who resent someone with a bigger name than
them sharing a night?

What do you call Deathrock – as I notice you don’t mention
Goth in your cv/bio.

There’s places and promoters I don’t get responses from, for whatever
reason, but I don’t focus on that, because I have far more friends that I
appreciate than rivals, if any. When I was running clubs, I would book
guest DJs from everywhere, I was glad to have guests. We’re in a
scene too small to have rivalries and jealousies. We shouldn’t be
working against each other.

Goth is a broad term that’s easily mis-defined and confused. If it just
said goth, according to some clubs that means EBM, Industrial, trad
goth, metal or even emo in some peoples eyes. You can’t count on
people having the same perception as you over genres. I never put
much faith in defining genres myself. Deathrock is to me music with a
dark side. Minor chords, black humour, and rock’n’roll.

Is it as bitchy a world as I can imagine it being? Or are you
all like wayward professors on a drunken night out?

How much Goth gets into your set?

I can only remember the drunken nights out (most of them), I cant
recall any nights of bitchyness. If someone just want to put on a
drama-show, that’s my cue for an exit.
Are there DJs in fact who would regard you a trendy DJ on
account of the fact people know your name? Does DJing
have layers and layers like a big spinning onion where
some like to be anti-‘personality’?

It depends on where I am; there are some places I’ve played where it
would be totally out of place, and others where anything else would be
just as inappropriate. I love so much goth stuff, but also punk,
rock’n’roll, electronic rock, film scores, and some funky stuff that’s
hard to really define.
Being in Germany are you slightly different through having
a Punk/Post-Punk element? Is it something which sets you
aside from an army of Goth DJs?

Toronto
Pic: Morbid Outlook Magazine

I think Germans are very in touch with punk and rock roots, and even
some new wave and rock and roll, which were, in the 80s, very
progressive, and there’s a lot of nostalgia for that within my
generation and the ones before me. I think Germany is very particular
in their love for music and appreciate all kinds of music even more
than Americans.
What about all this weird modern electronic stuff?
There are a lot of bands that are making electronic music, but I’m a
rock’n’roll guy. What’s great is the bands who use electronics, or a
combination, to make rock’n’roll music, like Adult, Duchess Says, etc.
There’s a lot of experimental stuff that makes my ears frown, fine
enough for some artsy kids to try and reinvent the wheel, redoing
Devo or Suicide (and badly) but that’s not for me. There was a period
when bands were doing new and interesting things like 16s and Mount
Sims, now its progressed from there and now there’s great electronic
bands who are doing things without being EBM, industrial or
futurepop.
Does it work out that you will do a night all of one kind of
music, or is what do you always tailored to have
something from certain set scenes?
There are so many kinds of music that complement each other so well,
and I never heard of someone who only liked one style of music. And
I’ve been mixing up genres together like a tossed salad so long it gets
hard to tell the difference.
Can you explain how you bring this personal slice of
Splatter life into what you do – via these film samples? Do
people notice them much?

I think it’s only significant to me. I don’t think anyone pays attention
when I put a film sample into a set. I only do it to enhance the
atmosphere and make my sets unique and take it up a notch, even if
only for myself. It’s like my way of writing my name on the wall. I
don’t care who sees it, just that its there and the thrill of doing it.
In fact are there things a DJ does which you probably
spend ages perfecting which a crowd blithely assume is
part of some remix anyway?
Exactly, and in that way, it is a live remix, that makes it fun for me. I
don’t publish remixes, so I don’t expect recognition for it.
What sort of reaction do you get after performing? Can
there be times when no-one pays you any attention as
they’re waiting for the next DJ? Are you seen as a cog of
the technical running of a night and nothing special?
I had it both ways. The DJ has to do what’s expected of them, and
that’s play some music and provide the party. But after that I’m off to
the party. When someone appreciates me in particular, I take it as a
huge compliment, because I’m not a band, they’re the ones who
deserve the attention.
A lot of people claim the rise of the DJ from the 90’s
onwards has helped dwarf the live scene for newer bands.
What say you, you in the dock?
No way. It’s always been hard for independent bands to tour. Some
places just aren’t equipped physically or financially for bands, but DJs
are always available and flexible. Maybe it did introduce some
competition. But I’d rather DJ in support of a live band than in
competition to a show. But a disco is a different form of entertainment
to a live show; some people just want one or the other.

You must be aware of the clubs versus gigs argument/
divide/ How do you see it? I’m thinking here of your
experience both in the States and in somewhere like
Germany. In a really busy place like Germany I’m sure it
doesn’t make much difference, but in smaller scenes a
reliance on clubs which don’t have bands must be
something which makes it too easy for audiences to avoid
seeing bands.
I haven’t experienced that so much, but clearly it does happen and it’s
unavoidable that there’s going to be conflicts. But I’ve seen
cooperation too. And it makes more sense for discos and venues to
work together where possible, like afterpartys, ticket discounts, etc.
But its pointless to argue, since neither live bands or discos are going
anywhere when Guitar Hero takes over and people don’t have any
reason to leave their home anymore.
Do you ever find yourself being amazed by a DJ? Are there
things others do which you aspire to emulating or
bettering?
Absolutley. There’s DJs who do nothing but live remixes. That’s
inspiring to me. When I hear a DJ play a song I never heard, or that
I’ve never heard anyone else play, I love it!
Now I don’t wish to pry into your personal finances, but
how much do clubs on average pay a DJ, and is it a
standard fee agreed in advance or can it fluctuate
depending on how you play for? After all you might turn
up somewhere and find you’re the only one who has.
I do have a fee. It’s based on travel and expense, and not unreasonable
for a big city where entertainment is a valuable commodity. Till the
live DJ is replaced by a jukebox, it’s pretty unreasonable for the DJ to
not take home anything for a night of people dancing and drinking.
That being said, I survive somehow, but there’s also barter for travel
and lodging. On this tour I’ve been literally penniless for a few days in
every city. To make up for that, I’ve been selling some of my designs
from Creepy Rock & Roll in the form of patches and shirts. I’m also
working for my usual clients, since it doesn’t matter if I’m working in
my home or in a café, or what city that café happens to be in.
It seems hard to imagine there’s enough DJ action for
people to easily survive? I see mention of Creepy
Rock’n’roll and design work. How do you divide your
time?
I am sort of a vagabond and a jack-of-all-trades and it takes all kinds
of skills to make it along this way. But design is something I’m very
interested in, and I’ve been designing web sites and graphics almost as
long as web sites were popular. Since then I’ve been able to design
album art/packaging, magazine advertisements. I’m also a bartender,
writer, and always looking for other mobile ways to make a living.

schooler was starting to get online and look for information. That’s
why I started it, because I was looking for it too. When it didn’t exist,
I was the first to put it there.
Do you regret the site not growing, and concentrating
more on the Forum or is that a lot easier?
Yes, I do regret that the site doesn’t grow much, but since I’ve never
been able to get anyone else on board its always been my own baby,
and I’ve been doing a lot, so writing reviews and interviews has taken
a backseat. But every now and then I get the inspiration and I’m glad
to announce that the web sites been updated as of March 2009 with a
new layout and features. I have a lot more ideas for it too.
How easy is it to keep track of the Forum when you’re off
doing things? If you have regular moderators can they find
you if they need to, or have you placed your total trust in
them to act to eradicate trolls instantly?
There’s long spells when I’m not able to log in at all. That’s why the
need for moderators came up in the first place, and they’ve done a
great job. But luckily it’s usually a community that moderates itself
very well.
Touring with Mistress McCutchan sounds like fun, have
you done anything like this before, where you team up
with someone?
I’ve teamed up with DJs and bands occasionally, and its always more
fun to have company on a tour. In 2002 I toured Germany with
Cinema Strange and Antiworld, and in 2007 with Bohemien in several
cities in Italy. This was the first time I went on the road with another
DJ, and it was a blast! It’s great to share music, stories, drinks and the
road with these people.
You don’t seem to mention your musical past in your bio.
Tell me about what bands you were in and when?
When I was seventeen, I had a two-man band with my fellow high
school dropout friend, and called it literally ‘XXX’. Me on bass, he on
guitar, he also played drums (awfully) on the recording. We shared
singing. He got a music store credit card with the express intent of
getting an 8-track recorder so we could make a demo, and not paying
it back. So in our attics we created that demo. I have only two songs
left of that, he might have some others. Then, in ’98, I’d come out for
DJing every week, and before DJing, we had band practice for the
Funeral Crashers. But nothing ever came of that, I decided to move to
LA and only after that did they become a real band with gigs and
demos and finally an album. I think that making music could still be in
my future. I think about it a lot.
What artists during the past years or so have you come
across who inspire you every bit as much as the first
bands who drew you towards involvement with music?

Has it been hard overall keeping body and soul together?
It can be hard to be on the road, to live in a different culture, to not
understand things, and on top of that self-employed. But in the end,
it’s all enlightening and exciting, and that’s mainly what I’m after.
Learning new things, overcoming new problems. I’m just doing it my
own way. And in the long run, that’s better than waiting for the chance
to break free. And I’m also extremely grateful for all the friends I’ve
made in so many different cities who have supported me, got me gigs,
hosted me and drank with me!
Was it really only 1998 in which you started
Deathrock.com? It seems to have been around for so long!
Yes, that’s all. But it definitely filled a gap that was needed in
providing information about bands and scenes worldwide. It was right
on time for the internet explosion when every teenager and old-

There’s been a lot. All the bands that I’ve based deathrock.com’s
layout on over the years like Bloody Dead & Sexy, The Vanishing,
16s, Joy Disaster… I also owe a lot of great times and inspiration to
Cinema Strange and Frank The Baptist. Mount Sims new album has
me really excited. I never would’ve thought when I first started I could
say that it would be hard to choose from so many. Another new band
that’s been slowly putting out singles online is the Detachments. A
great new batcave band is Cemetery Girlz, they’re really fun. One of
the best bands from Berlin I saw recently was Velvet Condom, their
new album is amazing.
Now get to work, you have far too much to do as it is.

www.myspace.com/marksplatter

MARK SPLATTER DATES

April, 10 - 11:00 PM - Metropolis, Lisbon
April, 17 - 08:00 PM - Search & Destroy, Berlin
April, 18 - 08:00 PM - Primitiv, Berlin
April, 24 - 08:00 PM - 8 Ball, Thessaloniki
April, 25 - 08:00 PM - Katarameno Syndrome Athens
May, 3 - 08:00 PM - Bucharest Decay, Bucharest
May, 8 - 08:00 PM - Batcave Party, Bratislava
May, 16 - 08:00 PM - Vanity Vague, Vienna
May, 29 - 08:00 PM - Gothic Pogo Party, Leipzig
June - look out Italy!

flying upside down. Imagine if Nick Cave could sing instead of
sounding like a bull in a phone box, it’s one of those songs. And
there’s more.
‘Unbearable’ finds piano and guitar moving over the fixed rhythm,
operating a pincer movement around the moody warbling, and this is
the sort of thing Furniture fans would get a kick out of, and by that I
mean early Furniture, pre-‘Brilliant Mind.’ The vocals of Amelia S.
Deva curdle the mix wonderfully, like Kate Bush turned into a spy.
(Nick Cave, Furniture and Kate Bush all in the same review, what are
the odds?)

MARK STEINER
FALLEN BIRDS
Stagger
Away from his scandalous alter ego of Piker Ryan and all that sporty
folly, sensitivity pours of Mark in ‘NISJ’ on the fulsome but
controlled opener on this six track EP. Vocals surge slowly like a song
doing the breaststroke, seemingly graceful, but with definite pushes
evident. Female vocals peck at the lumpen head of the protagonist,
piano swooning, drums nonchalantly discreet like a spitfire pilot

Delightfully chunky piano and burly drums keep ‘Wallspotting’
walking warily, and briskly in a song that turns out to be a bit
capricious, bordering on genuinely demented. ‘(Now She’s) Gone’
revisits old material but with a less fetid air, sweetened by despairing
violin and with a fluid melody covered in regret. ‘Drunk’ sprawls in
undignified glory, sax like a horse bent on world domination and
cantering piano hoping to keep up. ‘Cigarettes’ is the ‘crooner
version’ it seems, about the woman who passed out of his life.
Perhaps she was psychic and knew he was going to write about
brewing her a pot of Typhoo, which isn’t the most romantic use of
imagery? He speculates over whether she found him boring? You
think?!!! That said it’s a dreamy encounter, and she left her ciggies
behind as well as his crumpled heart, so he’s up on the deal really. Pull
yourself together man!
A record of vivacious intelligence, and inverted gloom, what more do
you want?
www.myspace.com/staggerhome

Mabel relishing the opportunity to sink her
teeth into her dopey brother Fred

MUSIC TO DIE FOR
Yes, I have a new book out, and this one is a monster! MUSIC TO DIE FOR is my
fifth book on Goth and all relating noir scenes which overlap. It is 624 pages long,
with individual entries on 3,581 bands, from 70 countries, and 183 photos, with
Black CaT of Doppelganger on the cover. Many entries are accompanied by quotes
from band members revealing little known facts and wherever possible entries
include date of formation, previous names used, full line-up details including
former members and as complete a discography as I could unearth. The solo
proviso for inclusion is that bands must have an online presence, even if it is an
archive site or myspace page. With important bands featured from the start of
dark music emerging out of Punk to all the current action this is the biggest and
most detailed study of our favourite music scenes that has ever been published.
Country-wise, we have representatives from the following:
Argentina - 31, Australia - 75, Austria - 22, Belarus - 3, Belgium - 28,
Bolivia – 7, Brazil – 53, Bulgaria – 11, Canada – 77, Chile – 24,
Colombia – 28, Costa Rica – 2, Croatia – 6, Cuba – 2, Czech
Republic - 13, Denmark – 12, Ecuador – 4, Egypt – 3, Estonia – 2,
Falkland Islands – 2, Finland – 47, France – 174, Germany – 346,
Greece – 35, Greenland – 1, Hungary – 7, Indonesia – 1, Ireland – 13,
Israel – 2, Italy – 172, Japan – 25, Kazakhstan – 2, Latvia – 3,
Lebanon – 2, Liechtenstein – 4, Lithuania – 11, Luxembourg - 1,
Macedonia – 5, Malta – 1, Mexico – 60, Monaco – 1, Netherlands –

49, New Zealand – 14, Norway – 28, Pakistan – 1, Paraguay – 3, Peru
– 6, Philippines – 8, Poland – 36, Portugal – 55, Puerto Rico – 9,
Romania – 20, Russia – 70, Serbia – 1, Singapore – 2, Slovak
Republic – 6, Slovenia – 3, South Africa – 4, Spain – 84, Sweden –
93, Switzerland – 31, Thailand – 5, Turkey – 6, UK – 579, Ukraine 11, United Arab Emirates – 1, Uruguay - 5, USA – 1092, Venezuela –
6 and Yugoslavia – 5.
Genre-wise it spreads out like this:
‘Alt’ – 336, Ambient – 71, Classical/Ethereal – 33, Comedy – 1,
Deathrock – 12, Electro – 99, Electronic(a) – 79, Folk/Country – 67,
Glam – 11, Gothic – 1042, Gothic/Metal – 449, Historical – 4, Horror
– 25, Indie – 99, Industrial – 117, Other/Exp/Minimalist – 135, PostPunk – 356, Psychobilly – 93, Punk/New Wave – 234, Rock – 238,
Shoegaze/Psychedelic – 36 and Surf/Garage – 44.
I have started a myspace page at:
www.myspace.com/musictodieforbymickmercer
so please feel free to add to that and if anyone can include it in their
Top Friends so people see it and access it out of interest or curiosity
all the better. The more people that find out about the book the more
people find out about the bands, and everyone benefits.
You can find this on Amazon, and it will eventually get into Barnes &
Noble and Borders (it’s already on the Borders UK site) but if
possible please use the url shown below to buy direct from Cherry
Red, who have already proved they will zap the book out to you really
quickly. In fact Amazon will only get copies from Cherry Red then
send them on to customers, so it is far quicker buying from Cherry
Red. They accept Paypal and for such a chunky book they’re doing a
very cheap deal on postage.
Cherry Red have always shown faith in Goth and have their own
excellent series of Goth CD releases so I think it is only right people
buy through them if at all possible. I cannot even imagine any other
publisher being prepared to do a book on Goth this big. They never
once worried when I went massively over the word length originally
discussed, because as far as they were concerned it was that whatever
length best suited the book was the length that it would be.
To order your copy please go to:

Lady Stardust of La Peste Negra: clearly a woman of great taste!

www.cherryred.co.uk/books/musictodiefor.php

CHERRY RED TV
Recently I hauled my carcass along to the Cherry Red TV studios, where Meg
interviewed me about the new book, and although she was a little bit nervous
beforehand about doing her first interview, as anyone would be, I think she coped
really well as everything passed off really smoothly. I tried to think about what I
saying for once, instead of just blurting things out and they getting lost
conversationally, and to give properly considered answers. I also not only tried
but succeeded in not swearing, which impressed me if no-one else.
www.cherryred.tv

People have pointed out that on the site it
doesn’t punctuate the title and so it claims Music
To Die For Mick Mercer which seems a mighty
sacrifice. I can only say that I am deeply
touched.

You can see the interview here: www.cherryred.co.uk/other/cherryredtv/interviews.htm
Once you’ve endured my waffle look at what else they have there in the Interview and Music sections as there’s fantastic stuff there.

NOTES FROM UNDERGROUND
PROMO
Own Label
An oddity, being a three track Industrial
promo, from a fairly enigmatic quarter.
They’re in negative on the sleeve but they
have names, do Pumuki, Guigher, MdA
and Greco, and they’re from Spain.
‘Game’ is well creepy. They’re singing in English and you get to hear
them promising someone a spectacularly sordid time, like an unhinged
serial perv who is tricking someone into coming along to satisfy his
friends as well. Musically it’s so spruce it has that evil, sour but fluid
soundtrack sensibility and it’s cruel, crude, and dynamic. ‘Greed’
swivels grittily with a musical emphasis where the first rotated on a
vocal spit. You can see why they’re more rock based than Industrial,
the synth bleeping mildly behind the coarse riffing and there’s a weird
cascade in the middle then an abrupt, nervy end. ‘War’ is more
metallic in its percussion and with a seething dance spurt and I admit I
thought he was bravely shouting, ‘red, full arse’, but it’s ‘are you
ready for this?’ A different thing altogether. It’s very up in its
shuttling around and bound to claw at heads in clubs.
Although the lyrics come over as rather unpleasant, I assume it’s part
of a bigger picture, as though these are characters ranting, and it’s a
bold sound that’s very well executed. Not my sort of thing, but you
club types, what are you like?
www.myspace.com/enefeu
PARA BELLVM
KNIGA TSARSTV
Shadowplay
Yes, it was Para Bellum, but as
there’s quite a few of those in
existence this longstanding SaintPetersburg band (formed 1995)
changed it intentionally with the
placing of a v, and I gather the album
title is ‘Book Of Kings’ but couldn’t
find any English translations of the
songs so your pronunciation will be as goods as mine when it comes
to those, which is exciting. The point about discovering bands from
overseas is always the way they do things you may not be expecting.
That’s what discovery is, the end reward for exploring in the first
place, and the only mind worth having is an enquiring one.
Given the fiendishly tough melodic thrust of ‘Odysseus (Where Have
You Been)?’ you start nodding along with the chorus second time
around. They’re gritty from the first raw guitar encounter and the bass
is well shady, as they stick close together like a compact bomb in a
studio, and yet the male vocals are curiously precise without exactly
being delicate, but they’re immaculately groomed in a hostile
environment. If you know the stunning Polish band DHM we’re on
that kind of scary ledge.
‘Tsar/Monarch (May He Dance With Us)’ is almost secretive, keeping
well back, the vocals stepping ahead of gloopy drums and then
vengeful guitar moves through the twilight like a snooty satellite, as
some electronic weirdness also circulates. They all retire from the
room, leaving muted vocals mysterious and fading…. ‘Drops Of
Blood’ reminded me initially of a rosy version of very early Bauhaus,
and then on top of that falls a great slab of sound, while vocals look
on disinterested and distracted, the weird rhythmic scrape and
resonating guitar making curious bedfellows. It’s a fascinating, open
blend of dignified vocals and orderly sounds but with elements you
wouldn’t expect to unite well which actually create a sparse and
compelling atmosphere.

‘Body Of Christopher Columbus’ is vigorous, itchy rock at the off,
with whispery words, and dual guitar lines that enhance the mood
combining to slow and beguile, and all the while it threatens to
explode, tense while semi-frenetic. ‘Stone’ is much prettier as it starts,
then transforms into lunging scalded rock with the vocals still in
flames and there’s nothing Metal about it either. ‘Maiden Of Deceit
And Maiden Of Love’ is a bit weird, drifting along, with a minute
surge and then trickling out, with the spasmodic urging inside ‘She
Doesn’t Love You’ keeping it prancing along other than the irascible
chorus, which is bizarrely catchy.
‘Raise High The Roof-Beam, Carpenters’ is quite formulaic dark rock
as the riff pushes things morosely along with a staccato pulse but
there’s icy synth twirls in the background to spice up the taste.
‘Clouds’ has a mean stamping, stormy approach although the vocals
tend to swamp things and don’t seem demanding, making it fall down
into vague rocky territory, the only dull track for me. ‘100 Years
Without War’ is a weird sonar dance bonus which achieves the effect
of leaving us with further mystery.
www.myspace.com/parabellvm
www.parabellvm.ru
www.shadowplay.ru
(Special thanks to ‘sickevilfuck’ on lj for title translations.)
PIKER RYAN’S FOLLY
BOWERY BLUES (Live At
CBGB’s)
Stagger Home

‘Cigarettes’ Pithy guitar
sauntering through the skeletal
atmosphere and consumptive
vocals slumped with their own
nobility as the compressed,
seedy melody pulls them out
of their own glorious stupor. A
skilfully punchy ‘Lowlife’
tells the sordid story of the thug the band is named after, with ‘Falling
Down’ fairly mellow blues and I have to say my first instinct when
hearing this was that this is closer to Rory Gallagher (a modern
version) rather than the usual murk so beloved by Nick Cave or other
post-swamp merchants, and that’s what makes this more engaging.
He’s like a dark, sizzled songwriter halfway between Tunnel Of Love
and Frank The Baptist, although ahead of both, if you’re looking for
total Mercer accuracy.
‘Catatonia’ also moves slow and steady, bass sweetening the
bitterness, as the vocals escalate in their angst and loathing, and it’s
another vile sweetheart of a song, the stiff drums and guitar ringworm
eating at the husk of a tune. ‘Paper God’ staggers on, jolting and
sparking and reminding me of the great Galley Slaves, but with the
sense of a heart attack added in, in a mini urban drama.
‘Lovely’ is a pretty little love-gone-forever ditty, then we sneak into
the snake-hipped but lolloping ‘Drunk’ as regret and doom walk hand
in hand, the dank but glittery ‘(Now She’s) Gone’ swimming in misery
with some beautiful guitar playing wiping tears from the vocal face.
As ‘Devil In The Bottle’ capers nastily into ‘Eat ‘Em Up Jack!’ you
have to say this is a band Kurt Weill wouldn’t want to go drinking
with. Every night ends in shattered dreams, as encapsulated by their
charming reworking of ‘Fever’ into a murderous cry.
If that’s a worldview you understand this is your soundtrack, and if
you pop back later we’ll have the main man Mark Steiner’s EP too.
Seriously, this man is a real talent so don’t be shy.
www.myspace.com/staggerhome
www.myspace.com/pikerryan

OUTWARDLY
RESPECTABLE
Following on from the mighty ‘Non Specific Ghost Stories’ ROME BURNS, one of Britain’s
very finest bands, have issued another glorious collection in ‘The Static Murmur’ which looks
posher but plays host to some harder churls, some capriciously catchy delights and more
ludicrously imaginative lyrics. As Tori prepares to bid them a sad farewell it is of course
essential to monitor how things have been going.
PHOTOS: ADAM CHARLESWORTH

What is the state of musical life for Rome Burns right now.
You have a new album out, which must cover a reasonable
period of song writing, but you’re not insanely busy gigwise?
Nevla: That’s the real shitter at the moment. We worked really hard to
get that album out by the end of 2008, and getting that artwork was a

fantastic piece of luck, but then once we had the damn thing created in
glorious shrink-wrapped 3D we ran out of money for advertising.
Fortunately, we have a few gigs in the pipeline from various contacts
we’ve made over the years, but it’s a difficult time for the UK Goth
scene at the moment as well and so getting gigs is tricky.

ROME BURNS

Simon: Please excuse Nev’s miserable rant. I blame his flu. I’m going
to have to pull some silly faces at him until he cheers up. The world is
not a perfect place but we’re still entertaining ourselves with new
noises and new projects (just finished filming for a video and looking
forward to our first acoustic gig)!
Tori: Unfortunately, we have had to turn down some gigs, offered to
us by great people, simply because we couldn’t physically do them.
We hated turning them down, especially at this crucial point in the
album release, but unfortunately normal life sometimes gets in the
way.
Daevid: True, but that said we are not without opportunities with
which to strut our stuff with an acoustic session in Leeds on May 1st
and Whitby headline at the solstice weekend in June.
Since I last interviewed you Tori has joined – what effect
did this have sound-wise, and in terms of writing, having
an extra soul on board?

Nevla: It’s always good to have another person to bring ideas, and
bounce ideas off of.
Tori: To be honest I don’t think by contribution has been all it should
from the song writing side of things. Daevid and Nev still do the bulk
of the song creation, Simon comes in with the lyrics and I tend to do
what I can around it. I am more than aware that I work with some
incredible guys.
Simon: The Tori-factor is a weird one to describe. Her musical input
has been subtle (basically adding a funkiness to counteract Nev’s
rockiness and Daevid’s indie sounds) but what she really brings to the
band is a sense of fun and life and happiness that obviously don’t
belong in a stereotypical miserable Goth band, but one of the reasons
that we’ve lasted so much longer than many of our peers is that we’ve
worked with (and continue to work with) so many nice people.
Is it a trial having a name like Tori? People won’t think Tori
Amos, they’ll think it’s a bizarre tribute to Thatcher?

Tori: People will always think whatever they like *laughs* Name,
place or object association (good or bad) usually comes from personal
experience so who would I be to change that? The guy who initially
christened me “pink” refuses to call me Tori anyway; I was Vicky Pink
before that because I dyed my hair bright pink for an archery
tournament (matching the fletchings on my arrows). Other than that if
I’m really in trouble I get called “Victoria” and when I worked with a
lovely group of Italian chaps I was “Torino”.

Daevid: I remember I wanted to concentrate a lot of my energies on
creating music that contains a lot of my favourite musical influences
and shaping them into new songs, be it the energy and drive of Curve
or the Pumpkins, the mono synth sounds of bands like Ladytron, heck
even the Pixies and Linkin Park got a look in at one point. Of course
this does not cover the total output of the band musically and I cannot
speak for Nev and Tori but I do think that this album has a more alt
rock edge than NSGS. Is it NSGS part deux? I would say no in that it
is a subtly different creature.

Now Tori is leaving, so what are you thinking now?
Tori: *laughs* When I left SBA I said I was going to concentrate on
playing the cello and I’m still waiting for the time to appear! I’m sure
the guys will go and make some more beautiful music and hopefully
let me along for some of it.
Simon: In simple terms, I think we all wish she wasn’t leaving but
when she does leave we hope to keep in touch because it’s been fun!
Before we get to the album, what pets do you have?
Nevla: None at present. Well, none that are actually real. The various
stuffed toys around the house seem to make good pets, although I
swear some of them are stealing my biscuits.
Tori: Lily – the ginger peril. She’s a real pussycat princess. Like all
spoilt kittens, she manages to butt into just about everything – leaving
dribble and fur in her wake. Fearsome.
Simon: I have two beautiful black cats (Jazz & Meridian) who despite
many years of ‘training’ still steadfastly insist that they cannot make
me a cup of tea or pour me a scotch... I suspect they’re just lazy!
So, after Non-Specific Ghost Stories, how did you see this
album shaping up – ere there distinct elements musically
you wanted to explore or play with?
Tori: I think we all wanted to it be a good honest album. Simon is a
great lyricist and Daevid and Nev come up with some really
sophisticated riffs that aren’t trying to be too clever or fussy. We were
just trying to be ourselves most of all I think.
Simon: There were some things we started out with. I remember
Daevid and I agreeing to try to make this a more aggressive album but
then realising that we’re not actually that aggressive as people so we
filled it with the odd bit of grumpiness instead which is what happens
to aggression when you tame it with age, wisdom and alcohol!

‘The Escapologist’ – sounds like a emotions and
relationship conundrum, but for all I know it’s inspired by
a film or book, what’s the truth?
Tori: This is my favourite song I think. Simon told me what it was
about and I thought it was genius *grin*
Simon: It’s a bit of this and a bit of that. It’s inspired by a friend of
mine who is an escapologist and some other friends of mine who
seemed to run from every relationship as soon as it got serious. When
we wrote it there was a lot of books and films about Houdini and other
Victorian/Edwardian magicians coming out. It’s about all this
Zeitgeist stuff!
Macavatie?
Simon: Just a reference to T.S.Eliot. Traditionally po-faced fellows in
black are supposed to reference ‘The Wasteland’ or one of his
similarly dark epics and I’m not above such things (and I love
miserable ol’ Eliot) but I thought I’d reference one of his childlike
cats’ poems instead (but if anyone even suggests I’m a fan of Andrew
Lloyd Webber’s musicals I’ll have to stab them in the throat with a
cavalry sabre).
‘Bodhidharma’ is lovely as a song, and also quite
disturbing lyrically. What inspired the resurrection notion,
and doesn’t the ‘sometimes I play patience’ line make you
laugh? It seems so uneventful amidst the gloomy horror.
Simon: I’m not sure where this all comes from. It’s the oldest song on
the album and my memory is lousy. I know I was looking for a concept
to kill. I think there may have been an ‘honour died in her sleep’ or
‘chivalry died in her sleep’ or whatever, until finally ‘Patience’ hit my
brain like a diamond bullet and with the right music in the right places

we wrote a really fun song with that weird and warped quality that we
enjoy inflicting on other people.

cold-hearted love of geometry’ have some bearing on
things?

You haven’t actually dabbled with raising the dead, I trust?
I’m thinking not, but it would be remiss of me not to
enquire.

Nevla: I love this song. When I wrote the main guitar riffs I knew it
was going to be awesome. It became more poppy in the studio though,
and there were a few arguments about them mixing at one stage but
that’s what I love most about Rome Burns - we may all have our set
ideas about songs but once they’re out there and trapped in a studio
they take on a life of their own and settle into whatever we all feel is
best as a collective.
Simon: Nev had written this poppy rock (or rocky pop) song which
he’d given the working-title of ‘Space Monkey’ so when I got to write
the lyrics I thought it would be nice to be inspired by that title and
write a song about space... which eventually grew into a tale of love as
told by mathematicians and physicists (not traditionally the most
romantic of people but I’m sure there’s hearts beating beneath the
labcoats!)

Nevla: Have chatted to them once or twice, but not tried anything as
icky as raising them!
Tori: I have enough trouble raising cakes and raising myself out of
bed on a Monday morning. Anyone trying Necromancy should stop
right now and tell me how to cook up a wicked soufflé
Simon: I often raise a glass and sometimes raise a smile... I wonder if
this make me a nouveau-voodoo-guru?
‘Then Janus’ – this is a bit weird, like a surfeit of deadened
emotions, which a chemical outlet, but there’s one lovely
line I’d like explained – ‘Cork and flax and sealing wax,
Nothing seems to stop the flow’?
Simon: Ideally I wanted to reference Bagpuss and talk about
‘Butterbeans and breadcrumbs’ and other such quaint collections of
things but I never found the right song to do that. This song however,
involving a couple’s futile attempts to stop the tears and have a
blissful if shallow relationship, seemed to be crying out for old
English-sounding remedies like stuffing your eyes up with ‘cork and
flax and sealing wax’.
‘Coordinates Of Control – some more light rocky guitar
coming through here, and a melodic pop bounce? And is
this almost optimistic regarding love? Or does this weird
line, which I suspect only you could come up with, ‘No

What the fuck is the monster riff at the start of ‘Rebecca
Eureka’ there for when the rest of the song is light and
creamy? I know it recurs but it’s not that type of rough,
tough song? Was it heavier originally? Is this a style you’d
like to take further?
Daevid: I have often had discussions post the albums release as to the
source of that riff… I would like to say it is homage to Kashmir and
not to PWEI (which for those well read on “Ich bin ein auslander”
would realise that Kashmir surfaces here too) whereas the rest of the
song was inspired by Curves Unreadable Communication
(serendipitous I think given that I had not communicated this fact to
Simon when he wrote the lyrics to Rebecca Eureka)… I for one would
like to take this style of music further, however I would consider a full

album of monster riffs to perhaps be a little too much given the other
musical angles we have to explore.
Nevla: Yes, that’s a weird one. Like all of our songs, they start out life
in the practice rooms being jammed. We tidy it up, program bits and
pieces, jam it some more, and so on until we think it’s good enough to
play live. Then, once we get into the studio it takes on a life of its
own. Remember “Waterbabes Drowning” on NSGS? That was a rocky
guitar-driven song at one point but the studio atmosphere, coupled
with the lack of natural light, often makes perfectly straightforward
songs morph into something different. I think this maybe happened to
“Rebecca…”, some bits got mixed in and some got mixed out.
Now I did try and follow the buried vocals but I didn’t
manage to catch it. Are you going to reveal the secret? I
think I deserve a clue for the time spent trying.
Simon: There is a sample in there from a very famous film that almost
sounds like words but is in fact just a radio sound. To say more may

lead to litigious actions and if Hollywood and its lawyers come
looking for us I will point to Daevid and tell them it was all his fault!
‘Tears Of The Avalanche Girl’ is very attractive, and why
precisely do you delve into a historical romantic disaster?
Simon: I have a friend who was travelling the world at the time and he
sent me a postcard from somewhere unpronounceable in New Zealand.
My Maori (like all my foreign languages) is atrocious but apparently
this glacier that he was climbing at the time translates as ‘The Tears of
the Avalanche Girl’ which I thought was such a fantastically over-thetop piece of gothic poetry that I ignored my own rules about righting
too depressingly cheesy lyrics and just let myself go, helped a lot by
the musical elements of the band doing their jingly jangly ballad thing!
‘Splitting Adam’ – well, someone’s not having a good time
(again) although I’m clueless as to why? ‘Double-jointed
honest men stab themselves in the back’?

Simon: You remember Daevid and I talking about putting some
aggression into the album. This is what happens when I try to be
aggressive. I doubt I’ll ever be invited to join Rage Against The
Machine! Perhaps I can form a covers-band called ‘Polite Sulk
Against The Engine-works’! Anyway the lyrics are just a rant about
our modern working lives and about having too many people relying
on you to crack-up and have a break-down... instead all you can do is
carry-on... and slowly go doolally! What a lovely word that is. I must
try to use that in a song at some point!
‘The Writing’s On The Wall’ is all up and bright,
but…’Cassandra’s on the dole (and crying), Delphi’s in the
DMZ under strict UN control’?
Simon: This is one of those songs we occasionally stumble upon (like
‘War of the Pygmies’ on the last album) that sound like an upbeat pop
song but is in fact a miserable and warped piece of dark rock.
And then epic singalong type weirdness – ‘Allegiance Lies’
– a seemingly simple song for you? Is it?
Simon: I just wanted a more open chorus. I like words and tend to put
too many in, so yes the chorus is fairly simple in this one on purpose,
but I am so glad that I get to reference Peter Lorre (one of my
favourite cinematic badguys) and Vidkun Quisling (a real-life
badguy).
‘Biding Time’ – is this miserabilist, defeatist, and if so
why?
Simon: I just like using verbs as nouns. It’s not much of a hobby but it
keeps me off the streets!
‘Never Reign’ – black wings are closing in? A bloke sat
there on his own. Who is he, and what’s he up against?
Simon: The simple answer is that this is all based on the book
‘Jonathan Strange and Mr. Norrell’, which I love (dark faeries and the
Napoleonic Wars... just my cup of tea!)
‘Past The Embarkation Point’ – another deeply detailed
story, apart from the big picture, or any sense of reality.

What’s it about? First of it all it looks like it’s going to be
easy then it becomes grotesquely absurd?
Simon: I’m glad this made it to the album. Lyrically it’s a sort of
dream (or daydream) of mine about the river Lethe in the underworld.
In theory when you cross or travel down this river your memories
gently flow away leaving you a blank soul. This may well be how it
happens, I suspect those sneaky Buddhists and their ideas of
emptiness and egolessness may be onto something... but I don’t like it.
I’d ‘kill the crew and captain so and turn the craft against the flow’
and not only regain all my memories but as I pass the embarkation
point I’d gain memories from lives I’ve never actually lived and go
quite mad. Does that make sense? I guess it’s probably just some silly
idea from a man afraid of losing what little memories he possesses in
his rather absent-minded little memory-box!
What do you all do otherwise, I see individual myspace
action, Tori back to SBA, Simon writes and does reenactment things. Give us all a little glimpse into the other
activities?
Nevla: I used to dabble in various martial arts (Ninjutsu, Iaido,
Karate) but cant seem to keep them up for very long. I’ve recently
started running in an effort to stop my waistline expanding though,
which is a very real danger as my day job involves sitting at a
computer for 8 hours a day analysing data. Other than that, I’m
hopefully helping All Living Fear out at a gig next month, because at
the end of the day I just love to rock!
Tori: Ah, no – I left SBA in December 2008. (Oops, my bad – Mick.)I
decided a while ago to get some formal music training this time and
have been going to the Classical side and there’s only so much time in
a week. Other than that I have some special personal things I would
like to concentrate on now.
Simon: ...And Daevid by the time you read this will be an 80th level elf
warrior or something on World of Warcraft. We all have what we call
hobbies and what cads and bounders call ‘wastes of time’.
And how does that impact/inspire Rome Burns, or is all a
distraction or necessity?
Tori: It probably lost a sense of urgency along the way but we usually
manage to organise ourselves in some way.
Simon: But everything good in life is a distraction. I love my
distractions! It’s the important things in life that get you down!

www.romeburns.co.uk

SCARLET LEAVES
OUTLINING STATES OF MIND
Wave Records
Some bands within Goth always manage to create a stately
atmosphere, despite the variety of sounds, and there is something
inherently dignified about the way Scarlet Leaves work, and
impressive about the way they undersell their attractive points, leaving
you to appreciate the scope without needing to ram it into our faces.
‘Cold Painted Landscapes’ has a confidently walking bass travelling
throughout the song, adding life over the purposeful electronic
rhythm, with leisurely, light vocals clearly delineated and grey trails of
guitar working at the edges, offset by little piano flourishes,
possessing a softly
commercial allure.
‘Absinthe Tears’ is
misty-minded and
elegant as though a
hybrid of a sane
Cocteaus mixed with
ethereal sounds from
Projekt artists, a
solemn sound mixed
with enchanting
holistic vocals, the
synth circling in its
holding pattern, the
bass pushing for
attention, and not
unlike a dreamy
Badalamenti feel
overall. This really
takes hold during ‘The Last Romance’ as the drowsy synth seeps at
the base of the exquisitely demure song, with ‘Fate’ more upright like
some sedentary electro. ‘Instrumental Estado de Espirito’ is a neat,
short instrumental, as you may have gathered.

‘More Than...’ is just as
moody but inventive in its
simplicity where they allow
such an empty sense of
everything, with poetic
streams of words and a
sense of ease, but this is
truncated sharply. ‘...All
Pain And Laughter’
cascades over tumbling
percussive spirals and a
tugging swoosh of sound
but again this stops short.
‘Guardian Angel’ is soft
gothy pop spread out and
full of thorns.
‘Aeons’ heats up with plinky percussion and a dour synth wash as a
backdrop, like a saucy ambient take on Mission Impossible. ‘Eyes Of
Grief’ is subdued but warm and lush, and beautifully interesting but
again we have a switch to the starker, stiffer ‘Embrace Me’, skilfully
edgy atmospheric music with more deviously delightful singing.
‘Fool’s Paradise Revisited’ has a maudlin traditional air but they
quickly introduce the modern pain and confusion. ‘My Spirit’s Flight’
is gothic rock with icicles, and develops naturally as a melancholic
attack. Musing fragrantly, ‘Vortex Interlude’ is quite wonderful
transporting until some hideous guitar desecrates it, ‘Salvation’ does
the doe-eyed Gawf Rock thing, and ‘Shattered 21’ gets to build in a
deceptively echoey fashion, the synth a light snow storm, the sounds
seeping away from you as you try to make sense of it all, but it’s like
someone has whispered you a secret as you’re slowly waking and it
will remain forever lost.
Haunting stuff, this.
www.jamendo.com/en/album/31430

‘Annwyn’ is sweetly flowing, close to ethereal, ‘Faces’ is similar in
general repose but with a wonderful gap left for the bass to purr
prominently, and it gently rises to a cool end, close in spirit to the
opening track. ‘Desilusion – In 3 Acts’ is a mischievous little blighter
(a word so rarely heard) as I settled back for a balmy ambient bathing
session, only for it to be over all too song, as one simple song on the
jaunty side of neo-classical by the close, which just leaves ‘Images Of
Memories’, a gauzy gliding treat, with some high vocals and low
guitar, united in a gorgeously still, rarefied display, although there is a
cute remix of ‘Cold Painted Landscapes’ tacked on.
An interesting album this, with its own confidence to keep things at a
certain level, and although short so full of rich tones and subtle
intelligence. Really lovely, in the truest sense.
www.scarletleaves.com
www.myspace.com/scarletleaves
SPINEFISH
FOOL’S PARADISE REVISITED
Jamendo download
This is a collection of songs from 2003 to 2007, and available free
from the url provided, so I’d advise you check these Russian Goth/
Industrial/Whatever merchants out because they have more than a fair
few ravishing moments.
‘Intangible’ is a bewitching intro with mysterious but crisply inviting
words over chiming, shimmering synth, then some guitar intercedes in
the pleasantries to keep ’Daydream Diary’ rotating with linear energy,
requiring tougher vocals from our chanteuse who narrows her eyes,
and there’s a rich commercial attraction here as well with a brightly
inquisitive chorus.

THE BROTHERHOOD OF PAGANS
ONLY ONCE
Alone
Yes, a great name in French Goth has returned, fourteen years after
their last album, but now a proud trio after two former members failed
to return to the dusty nest.
‘Am I A Blow Fly?’ is wonderfully delicate, some snappy drums and
dipping, flicking strings behind the weird storytelling vocals and then

everything untwists, unfurls, and it has a gorgeously relaxed pop feel.
‘Only Once’ repeats the immediacy, as the bubbling rhythm and
insistent vocals hook you easily, then the decorative touches brighten
the surroundings, like French cousins of Rome Burns. ‘The Garden Of
Alkinoos’ switches mood to something slower, elegantly huge and
restless as they paint a brooding picture I can’t get quite gather but it’s
magnificently deep musically and you drift with it, perplexed but
satisfied, weirdly. It’s like a turbo-charged Dali’s Car! It then grows
progressively darker, like a book unfolding.
‘As The Serpents Do’ is blessed with classic see-sawing Goth guitar
and plenty of atmospheric strata, creating quite a smoky picture, then
‘Resurrection MkII’ dives in quick and starts sawing in a different
direction, the guitar eager to escape, synth tickling dark vocals lost in
defiance muttering.
‘I’ll Dig Your Grave’ is angry in an interesting fizzing way, the synth
shyly active behind the damply compressed guitar and quietly
venomous vocals. ‘I Am His Voice!’ is weird, like a drama from a
creepy fantasy novel as sad gargoyles become airborne. The vocals

hector about becoming a chosen one, as the drums rattle with menace,
and ‘Get Off’ is brilliant, the synth vocals rising above as the guitar
positively bristles. I have no idea what it’s about it’s an exciting
drama with brilliantly fluid bass padding around like there’s a
subversive disco involved.
‘The Fate’ is a desperate struggle, which suggests we embrace sludge,
and vultures? It’s set somewhere strange. ‘Death Row’ could be the
follow up sequence with the prisoner sensing doom and ranting away
with some curious statements as guitar slithers beneath him. Closer
‘Jack’ gets your attention straight away with, ‘My name is Jack, I’m
paralysed…’ and off it goes with more odd details and a scene set
which is dark and disturbing, followed by an unnamed track which is
equally filmic, and wonderfully moody, as we have been dragged
kicking and screaming into a peculiar world they’ve crated, sort of
post-apocalyptic, but somehow parallel with our own.
It is an unusual and imaginative return, and you will be mesmerised.
www.myspace.com/brotherhoodofpagans

Lucy Cat, on the mend and feeling justifiably smug.

PAGANOMICS
No, it’s not a normal Goth album, because ‘Only Once’ will have your brain
OTHERHOOD OF
spinning at some of its contents, but then THE BR
BRO
PAGANS are no normal Goth band, having reappeared on the French scene
after a billion years away. They have returned leaner and keener, and as
you will find from some of the explanations of their lyrics they can make
even the meeting of a fly and a dead man genuinely thrilling. In fact there
could be an unlikely detective TV storyline in that: ‘Un Mouche Et Un
Homme (Mort)’ You’ll love them. Read on...

How has life been for the band since you reformed?
Sailor: We beat about the bush for so long a time that now, while
“ONLY-ONCE” has been released, it gave us a huge breath of fresh
air!!!

some gigs helped us a lot! We knew that we could do because,
somehow, we were awaited!
Were you constantly aware of how music had been going
on the underground in France, and did the amount of high
quality bands there act as an extra inspiration?

Is it better than before, more challenging, more fulfilling?
Sailor: It’s very different, first because we’re older (maturity, with
another vision of life). Better… I don’t know because it’s difficult to
remember what kind of mood we were in fifteen years ago! More
fulfilling…surely!
Why did you reform? Was it solely your choice or were
people constantly asking or suggesting you did it?
Sailor: Because we are friends we never really split, even if we were
unproductive, we never really stopped playing. But time had come to
make our music a reality. We wanted this but we were a bit timorous.
So people who encouraged us or asked us about making a CD or doing

Sailor: Not really, we got in a zone during all this time. And we are
not really aware about that. Because of our relation with Alone-Prod
and because Vox plays guitars with Jacquy Bitch, we met good French
bands like… Jacquy Bitch obviously (that is a “must-seen” in live!
It’s really worth seeing! Objectively!) , Nova et Vetera (they have a
whole artistic approach, and mix their music with their own - selfmade - weird cartoons). They are both great and very cool!
AinSophAur, No Tears, Wallenberg, from France, and also De
Volanges, from Belgium.
How are you regarded within the scene in France now
you’re back – as a mysterious group or as one of the early
greats?

Sailor: We’d love to know that!!! If you have a clue, please let us
know! Isn’t it too premature?
Down to a trio – why was that? Why didn’t the others wish
to remain involved, and why did you stick to you three and
not look for anyone else?
Sailor: Because we are the ones who were motivated (more than
ever), ready and willing to continue. Elrick left the band so many years
ago (he is now far away and pass on). Alien was involved but he left
the band at the very beginning of what we were building in order to
make the CD. Our mission was to finish our work, alone, proudly
maybe.
What difference does it make being a trio when it comes to
songs, because trios often have a strange power four
pieces lack?
Sailor: Five… Four… Three… Thus… Naturally, the hard core has
probably been found. We learn to form “a harmonious whole.” The
recipe is the same for all common life (family, business, and friends):
sincerity, tact and above all being able to make concessions (if you
think that this last point is as hypocrisy you’re wrong!).
We earned a great, helpful thing by being a trio: Fun, fun, fun… So it
makes the difference, and overcomes the possible lacks. When you are
near telepathy… things go easier.
Does sharing instruments create any problems live, if
indeed you have played live yet?
Sailor: That’s we are dealing with at the moment! But the main
problem is solved: I can’t (and we don’t want) play drum while
singing. So because we want to materialize on stage what we’ve done
Vox, Coccs and I, a laptop PC will play drums and many keyboards.
For the rest, Coccs will play the bass-guitar and a few times the
keyboards, Vox will play guitars and I will sing and a few times play
guitars. Perhaps in the future we will do differently… We don’t know
yet.

Sailor: The goal was to found an atmosphere of a deep-schizophrenia
but with a quiet narration.
So I started with the idea of a double act, a no way out (theatrical
meaning) between a fly (the main character) and a dead man… So, it’s
about… Are you well seated? Let’s go:
It’s apparently (*) about a fly which (should we say: who?) founds it
(she?) has self-awareness. So, she (it?) feels not like a fly but like… a
human - maybe because its species has been in close contact with the
humanity through millenaries.
These new sensations strike our schizophrenic-fly who (which?) can
say now that she feels like a fly… So this fly is in a house with a deadperson. She asks about how this dead body will be the more helpful…
Eat it? Utilized as a rich soil to lay its eggs? But the soul of the deadperson feels someone (something?) was there. So in order to go back
to its body, asks for help (“so take your flight and bring my soul
back…”)
Apparently (*) because imagine that instead of that… the fly was
really a man… a psychotic… A serial killer, totally schizophrenic who
has just killed again a man in a private house…
…And feels like a fly…

How did having to learn instruments go, in terms of
delaying songwriting or giving you added enjoyment?
Sailor: We play instruments like real punks, or early new-wave bands
used to do… Fingers anywhere on the strings, or only one in a key,
maybe two if we are very self-confident and let’s go… Lol.

(*) Apparently? Maybe… Choose the story you want… Where is the
truth? Could you be able to find the truth, if YOU were the
protagonist?

More seriously (even if it is), the approach is not first to learn new
instrument in order to write something. Thanks to Destiny, we don’t
play funk, jazz… So it’s more easily to learn the basics. So if it works
and sounds good let’s go! In fact, we feel rather creative than if we had
strong techniques (that was also true for ToV). We keep in mind that
we have to concentrate on what we know, above all.

The same with ‘Only Once’ – it’s got loads of lovely
musical touches all simmering, but the lyrical imagery
reminds me of the TV shows you see based round trying
to track down serial killers, their rooms are full of weird
things pinned up on the walls, and mad words scrawled
everywhere. The imagery in the song is disturbing but
gives no clue as to what it’s about. I’m prepared to bet it’s
not a love song.

So it gives us enjoyment! Even if we have to play five measures in a
song with an instrument we don’t know really how to play! Necessity
opened the door to fun!

Sailor: It’s “after” the love... Been rejected, he felt in the depth of
despair… love turns into vengeance and hate. He vindicates his
transformation. He was good, but the beloved betrayed him…

Let us go through the album, how many of these songs go
back to the 90’s – were any songs that never got finished
off first time round?

‘The Garden Of Alkinoos’ – obviously I googled, and there
was such a garden. Are you classical scholars or
something? Why do you know of this place and what do
you wish to share about it? What is the open dream?

Sailor: The older is Get Off. It was made when we were not sure that
we were definitely three. This except the very last track that is
witnesses not only the Armageddon (Armageddon witness is its name)
but also our work for the years 2000-2004 (approximately). For the
rest every song is contemporary with Only Once, 2006-2008.
‘Am I a Blow Fly’ has a gorgeous twisted pop feel, and the
music is as succulent as some of the perverse imagery.
But what on Earth is it about?

Sailor: “Classical scholars”? Unfortunately not… It’s partly a text
from the Odyssey (book VII) by HOMERE. Alkinoos (Alcinous
sometimes) was a king who built a magnificent palace with a splendid
garden described quite such a Garden of Eden in which there was no
winter, while the other seasons were simultaneous, and the fruits were
big and the regeneration, perpetual. Coccs (who didn’t appear in this
story :o)) found this story and thought it would be fine for this song…
Duly noted :o)

Sailor: It’s a tip of the hat to NIN… “I WANT TO F*** YOU LIKE
AN ANIMAL… I WANT TO FEEL YOU FROM THE INSIDE…”
So, while we were rehearsing, I thought about this song and I said
Get Off! (…From the inside!). The rest is… “Pigeon-English” :o)
‘The Fate’ – another fanciful tale, another story? Where is
this set?
Sailor: Wow… Sometimes - no - often (lol) I try not to tell a
structured story, in order to let the listener building his own feelings.
The fate is one of them. It keeps the same “area” which encloses the
Brotherhood of Pagans’ themes.
‘Death Row’ - okay this is weird, like an existential
Bauhaus track. What does ‘but I’m not Mr. Cluster!’ mean?
How about ‘sat on your maple hurting chair in the French
sense?’
The Open-dream is the idea of a waking dream in which everything is
possible…
‘As The Serpents Do’ has some lovely modern Goth
touches, and more weird lyrical imagery – someone calling
to ‘them’ – who are they?
Sailor: The beings of Nature, of course! :o)
‘Resurrection MkII’ also gives Goth a current twist – what
differences do you see in Goth these days, and how do
you think it works best in a modern era?
We wanted to link both the old-school Goth and those from the 21st
century, whom can discover BoP through Only Once! But we didn’t
want to make a copy/paste of Resurrection, so we started on an electro
basis (which fitted our smaller lineup). But the majority of this song is
made with real instruments (except the intro & finish). The main
sample is from the original. The one you could think being an organsound (the second gimmick) is a Vox’s guitar sound we modified with
some plug-ins (which aren’t electro-ones). It corresponds naturally to
the digital-environment (PC, sound-cards, plug-ins…) we live in. So
Goth, these days (besides the fact that it heeds the siren song of
fashion, which prevails on music!) inherits the evolution of hardware
(to make music) and internet (to diffuse it). Is it a good thing? I don’t
know… And you, what do you think about that?
‘I’ll Dig Your Grave’ is nicely angry, what’s with all the
paranoia? ‘Friendship vampirised to turn it to war’? The
person sounds convinced there’s a problem rather being
paranoid?
Sailor: As is often the case, there are several protagonists. So in this
song you have to put yourself in the place of the so-called “paranoid”,
and after put yourself in the “victim” place… It’s about people (We’re
not settling scores… Unless…) who always destroys the social,
friendship, family stability. First because you are a faithful you act as
a sponge… You absorb his uneasiness, his angst. You try again and
again to give comfort but also you soldier on (let him be
“borderline”).
‘I Am His Voice!’ sounds like it’s come from a scary book –
is this a separate world you’re developing as a story?
We like the idea of creating timeless universes, often in order to give a
mirror image to our real world. “I AM HIS VOICE!” is what you can
imagine hearing the preacher-dictator’s voices. The music is a sort of
time-ruler describing what’s going on in this world… Poverty, disease,
and brandish the specter of apocalypse due to this preacher-man.
‘Get Off’ is wonderful but as you don’t include the lyrics I
haven’t got a clue, what’s that on about?

Sailor: Should I have to reveal all the secrets? Mr. Cluster is a
metaphor to link the human being as a nonentity to a cluster in a hard
disk that you can reset, erase… If you defragment your hard drive, you
can see all these little rectangles like ants, all the same… Perfect little
soldier ready to serve… Then you can crush (overwrite) them only by
touching a key as the “leaders” could do …
Concerning the French sense… It’s about a stake (the pillar used to
torture the infidels) in a wooden chair… If you’re sitting in such a
chair, you probably die with agonizing pain… But “Chair” in French
equals “Flesh”. A stake made of flesh… Sorry… “Parental
advisory”…
‘Jack’ has this character been in the previous tracks, is
that the point?
Sailor: More than that, he is perhaps the dead-man in the first track
too!
Then the final track, it’s like something from a film?
Sailor: It was one of the music we made for the chapter “Instants
Damnés” of the label “Euterpe – les Variations Ludiques” and was to
be listened to during Role-playing games (Dungeons & Dragons
etc…). The idea is a witness of Armageddon through the ages.
Did you have some grand idea overall for the album before
you started recording as it started feeling very much like a
huge story to me?
Sailor: Absolutely not! As we always do, we never calculate anything.
The links between the songs is often made with the lyrics but it’s not
premeditated. So when I wrote songs if something in the text could
refers to an other or only if I want to play with this - like ping-pong
between them - I step into the breach. What you felt in the previous
question about Jack is the perfect example.
What pets have you got? (I ask everyone this.)
Vox: No pets.
Coccs: A cat and a (big) dog (Terre-Neuve)
Sailor: 3 Guinea Pigs… Dead… And some strange creatures, moving
in a fish tank.
I take it you won’t be making us wait another fourteen
years for the next album?
We hope so… The next is probably not so far…

www.myspace.com/brotherhoodofpagans

decidedly grizzled variety, because they return to graceful during the
stiff but easy ‘Angel Of The Odd’ with its airy synth and striking,
tiptoeing guitar, in another memorable and attractive slice of perfumed
life. The soothing pressure remains applied during ‘Tooth And Nail’
as the vocals combine over a purring rhythm and classic Gawf guitar
twisted tightly into the mix. ‘Shake The Blame’ is pretty simple after
all of this, a lithe lament for lost love which is apparently tearing the
singer apart, so maybe he needs to get himself as hobby? (Not brass
rubbing though, that’s rubbish.)
‘New Disease’ is also quite mild, but full of deft turns, and I have no
idea what drugs-related matters are being hinted at, for I am a good
boy. An exciting dance pulse pushes ‘(I Can’t) Breathe’ into action
but they negate it’s impact by having an Eastern twangy string sound
over it too, so it doesn’t really explode, for all the vocal agitation, but
it stays sharp to the very end. The languor of ‘Heaven Falls Hard’ is
impressive, as they have the confidence to maintain a cautious tread
and it surrounds you crisply, the chorus quietly heady.

THE DROWNING SEASON
CURSE
Morphenic
Christ, seven years on since the lovely ‘Hollow’ but finally a new
album sees the ashen light of day, and it’s nice to see one of Bacon’s
more pain ‘Popes’ on the cover. (I myself used that selfsame image
when making a cover for a March Violets live tape I had burned to
CD.) It’s even nicer to hear some twirly, purposeful Goth bursting
immediately into life with ‘Curse’, replete with nicely dipping vocals,
and agile guitar that dances around the spry electronically dappled
rhythm that holds little surprises, as perky meets gravtias. Fun.
You’ll believe a man can fly, off the handle, as ‘The Dying Time’
saucily spins forward despite the gnarled vocal wrath, which is
immaculately delivered because the song isn’t clouded by it, but
remains colourfully restrained and chunky, an almost Arabian flair
seeping through. Not sure why normal vocals gave way to those of the

They revert to dramatic Goth shivering in ‘Everlasting’ where
apparently some shadows have chilled the protagonist to the bone
which probably didn’t really happen. The next thing you know he
travels the world with emotional travails caught like netting across his
hairy visage, ranting about echoes drowning in the rain and apparently
the title is her name. It’s close to NFD territory (as opposed to
generally being midway between Redemption and The Daughters Of
Bristol) as they get seriously beefed up, then they trot out skittery
electronics and the deceptively powerful ‘Believe’ unwinds, insisting
perdition is the way to sin, so I looked that up in the dictionary as I
was unsure of its definition. Apparently it’s the utter loss of
happiness, so I’m not sure if they’re right, but it’s a fine musical slab
of wriggly mess.
‘Vicious’ darts around brightly, making for a classy ending as they
unite the elements we’ve already encountered and everything Matt and
Michael do here is honed to a satisfying point, ending a concise album
which works fantastically well due to a vivid central sound and a swirl
of interesting variety around its edges and across its surface. Welcome
back, I’d say.
www.myspace.com/thedrowningseason

GOING DOWN?
Another return? After years of absence THE DROWNING SEASON surge back with a
brilliantly inviting Goth album that anyone of a noir sensiblity would enjoy for its
melodic curves and emotional woes, and it’s mainly outright filth and decadence,
if that’s your sort of thing?

‘Curse,’ now that’s a wild opener. No lyrics with the
record, so are you ashamed of your words? Either way,
this means I’ll expect to know what each song is about,
because I like that sort of thing. It seems demons are
marching in?
Chewka: Yea, ‘Curse,’ the opening track starts off with a bang! It’s
very in your face. Very explosive. Having the lyrics printed in the CD
booklet would have been great but it just wasn’t in our budget. Or
maybe it was intentional to leave out the lyrics, as a way of making
the listener pay more attention to the music and what Matt is saying.
This whole CD was self produced and funded by us. That is why it
took so long to get the CD out. If there are any record labels reading
this, we would love to hear from you. As far as the words, that is a
question best left for Matt to answer as he writes all the lyrics. Hell,

most of the time I don’t even read the lyrics. Lyrics are just not my
thing.
Matt: Wow, it’s good to know at least SOME people want to know
what I’m saying! It seems like most of the things I write about concern
relationships that have gone bad, or drugs, or God or heaven...or some
combination of these. ’Curse’ definitely falls into the ‘bad
relationship’ category. The chorus of “Curse my eyes for having ever
seen you,” makes it pretty clear how s/he feels about the other person.
The demons of the past come marching in. But it’s also a play on the
old “When the Saints Go Marching In.” I’m guess I’m just an old
jazz man at heart.
Why does a different vocal style burst out with ‘The Dying
Time’ – did you discuss this beforehand? I assume you

choose who sings what for a reason? Or is this all Matt
having personality conflicts?
Chewka: Yea, Matt has personality conflicts. It’s all Matt and another
question best for him to answer. Though I do prefer his more softer
side. Sorry Matt, please don’t burn my house down.
Matt: It’s definitely personality issues and yes, all of the vocals come
from me. It basically has to do with the way I think a song should be
sung.
It is a bit of an old fashioned approach these days having
the gravelly ranting fantastical style, so I presume you use
it for a reason linked to lyrical content? Which is?
Matt: Musically ‘The Dying Time’ has a rougher edge to it...so the
quasi-Carl McCoy voice comes out to play. The person in this song is

literally ”standing at the gate” or death’s door. I can picture Carl doing
that...or his career at least. It’s so hard for those of us who loved the
old Nephilim music not to be somewhat influenced by its style, but I
tried not to totally rip off his vocals.
‘Angel Of The Odd’ is charming, and why is that?
Matt: Because beneath our road toughened, black garbed gothic rock
exteriors beat the hearts of two 13 year old girls.
Chewka: Your right Mick, it is charming. It’s very flowing and has a
great build up to a very climactic ending. When I listen back to
‘Angel’ I get the feeling of being in a music video. One of those
surreal kinds, you know? Like Depeche Mode’s ‘Enjoy The Silence.’
Sounds weird, but that’s the feeling I get. If we were in a position to
release a single and video I’m sure it would be ‘Angel Of The Odd.’

This is a remarkably strong record, with variety all clearly
delineated. Having been away a while what did you decide
before recording? Were there elements you wanted to
emphasize, things you wished to discard?
Chewka: I’m glad you see it that way Mick, thanks. For me the guitar
playing was something I wanted to be loud and up front, in an ‘in your
face’ kind of way. Not sure if it happened, but that was what I was
going for. I promise you the next CD will be way guitar heavy as long
as I get my way. I tell you we’re a dying breed, us guitar players.
Matt: We’re obviously influenced by the great gothic guitar bands of
old, but with this CD we wanted to make sure OUR sound came
through, and I think we’ve accomplished that much.
Chewka: The song writing process itself is pretty simple. Matt writes
all the drum, bass and synth lines, then I come in with the guitar. I am
not sure if there is anything that I would want to discard. Our formula
works very well for us. We just need to be more timely with our
releases.
Why were you away so long?
Chewka: We were never really away, we just didn’t put out any new
music. In the time between ‘Hollow’ and ‘Curse’ we were always
writing new songs, performing live, etc… Financially we just couldn’t
get into a studio. Both Matt and I are married with children and
houses to pay for, so money can be tight. We were always busy
though. We lost a guitar player, gained a bass player, lost a bass
player. We even worked with another guitar player, but he didn’t work
out. Played more shows, wrote more songs, etc… So we have been
busy, and I promise you that we’re still busy. We’re still writing, still
gigging...still starting trouble. Hopefully we’ll start recording within
the next few weeks. And were always on the lookout for another
guitarist/bassist.
Matt: We still beat The Sisters to putting out a new CD. That was my
plan all along.
Was the band ever dead and buried but then somehow you
felt pulled back to it?
Chewka: There’s been ups and downs. Sometimes I felt like I couldn’t
go on anymore and I had to take a couple of breaks, but in the end I
always came back after a little rest and relaxation. Besides playing
music I have several other hobbies that take a lot of my time. I’m an
avid mountain biker. I spend a lot of time in the yard gardening. I like
to think of my backyard as my own personal zen space. There’s a
shade garden, a butterfly garden, a pond with huge ass gold fish and
frogs, and a vegetable garden. I love being outside. The sun is like a
drug to me. So we were never dead and buried, just taking our
time. Matt and I will be doing this until we die. Even if were still just
playing in our basements for our kids.
Matt: We’ve been through a lot together. We’ve traveled hundreds of
miles on the promises of show promoters who ripped us off in the end.
Those type of things would make anyone question whether it’s still
worth it. But it always comes back to our love for this kind of music.
You obviously have a penchant for some classic Goth
touches as ‘Tooth And Nail’ reveals, so what to you makes
a great Goth song?
Chewka: I must have been listening to The Mission the day I wrote
that song. In all seriousness, I’m a guitar player...I have a style. I like
to think of it as a “rock” style, not necessarily a “Goth” style. It
certainly is not intentional. It is however important to me to keep it
interesting. So many bands these days have guitar players who really
don’t know how to play. They know one or two chords and play them
over and over, never really knowing or understanding what they are
doing. I haven’t been very impressed lately with guitar players in the

Goth scene, especially here in the U.S., and it makes me sad. But in
The U.K. there is a ton of great bands with good guitar players.
Hopefully I’m inspiring someone.
Matt: I have to agree with Chewka on this one. Our style of song
writing was influenced by many bands over the years. For me a great
Goth song has interesting guitar lines, brooding synths
and the mechanized precision that only a drum machine can deliver. It
puts the fog in your veins.
Is ‘Shake The Blame’ horribly personal or are you simply
giving us a spot of drama? If it is personal do ever worry
about giving too much away?
Matt: The lyrics for ‘Shake’ are based on my collective memories of
past loves gone wrong, not on any one relationship in particular. With
lines like “We used to dance amongst the stars and dream of days and
places far,” it gives away my love for Wayne Hussey’s flowery style
of writing prose. Maybe that is a bit too personal!
Is ‘New Disease’ talking about things a little angel like me
shouldn’t really be listening to?
Matt: Most definitely. That’s what the world needs today: more songs
about drugs, violence and sex.
What pets have you got?
Chewka: At our house we have two cats, Clea and Little Guy. A
Pitbull, Prozac is his name. And a Savu Island Python.
Matt: My family has two cats as well, Oliver and Baby. Apparently
cats lend to the whole Goth atmosphere, especially black ones.
I didn’t like the twanginess pulled over the bracing pulse
of ‘(I Can’t) Breathe’ – but you obviously do, so what was
your intention here?

Matt: ‘(I Can’t) Breathe’ combines lots of elements, like the sitar and
strings, over a driving beat. It’s definitely a rocking tune. The
intention was to create a feeling of claustrophobia, as the she-devil
antagonist comes back into this person’s life and figuratively chokes
the hell out of him.
You’re hiding shame in ‘Heaven Falls Hard’ – what have
you been up to?

thingy going on in the background, something to wave your glow
sticks to I guess. ‘Believe’ is the musical answer to a question posed
on our first album, ‘Hollow,’ in the song ‘Grace.’ There the person
asks his love if she would forgive and forget his transgressions. In
‘Believe’ she responds by saying that his “perdition” or literally his
“utter loss of happiness” is his reward for his sin. She must be a big
fan of the Bible, “for the wages of sin is death (Romans 6:23),” not
that I would know anything about that.

Matt: Another song of lost love...oh man I’m a sad old Goth! Here’s
the set-up: a couple has been together for what feels like forever, but
he has messed things up...it doesn’t matter how...what matters now is
that she’s gone and he’s doomed to “move like one asleep,” to walk
around in perpetual sorrow. Now isn’t that fun!

Finally ‘Vicious’ gives us a lovely sendoff, and marks the
album out as a successfully taut bundle of wriggling
material, I assume you’re proud of it?

You’re standing in a frozen world in ‘Everlasting’? Well get
indoors quick, what’s wrong with you, and who is this
weird woman?

And what’s ‘Vicious’ actually about? Don’t forget that.

Matt: Actually it’s a frozen custard stand, but I digress. Oddly enough
I can picture McCoy in the video for this one...all decked out in
his ”Hardware” outlander gear...freezing his butt off as he searches a
frozen wasteland for his great lost love. That’s why the miniCarl vocals came in again...I’m invoking the great Sumerian chief to
give me the strength to find “her.” Oh, and the “glass reflects the
pain” is also drug related, so there’s custard, cocaine and Carl. Not a
bad mix if I say so myself.
Then you change completely in ‘Believe’ as there’s
electronics and all this talk of perdition. Where does this
come from?
Matt: The electronics are our way of trying to break into the current
dark music scene as we slowly move away from using guitars and
eventually use only keyboards and have dancing girls on either side of
us onstage. Actually the electronics here are used for effect, nothing
more. It’s still all rocking guitars and drums, with a little techno-

Matt: It’s a fine way to send the listener off to sleep.

Matt: ‘Vicious’ is about giving a bad relationship another chance, and
finding out that it was truly worse than you ever remembered! Surely
those damned ‘thoughts of heaven’ we have about loves from long ago
make us think “hmmm...maybe I give old Bella a ring,” but beware!
There’s a good reason Bella is underground now and you’re better off
letting sleeping dogs die. Sorry Wayne.
Are there plenty of things lined up now you’re all
enthusiastic? There won’t be any more long silences?
Chewka: Oh there are lots of plans for the future. During our absence
from releasing new material I was very busy building my own
recording studio. Much thought and money went into it, so we are
fully equipped to record at anytime, and of course we plan to start
recording our next release very soon. It’s scheduled to be an EP with
the working title ‘Drum Machines and Amphetamines’. Were hoping
for a late summer or early fall release, but knowing us it may be a bit
longer. We have four songs planned that are so strong we can’t wait to
get them out. If you think ‘Curse’ is good, just wait. ‘Drum Machines’
will blow you away. Thanks Mick.

www.myspace.com/thedrowningseason

moody swirls of ‘Iron In The Soul’, emerging from cover to vibrate
against the wall of mottled guitar and everything magnifies in
intensity until the smart drop to a ticking exit.
Evi risks being burned in ‘Fire For You’, a lightly aching ethereal
presence in the midst of a shifting morass, but gradually the song
uncoils and they’re evenly matched in a curious ambience and while
they clearly work easiest when going with a bulging chorus I find the
band more interesting when they evoke curious atmospheres as here.
Julianne exudes happiness in a weirdly softheaded ‘The Beauty Of
Science’ as they all go a bit soppy. Keen to reassert the rough gruff
credentials they ruminate morosely in ‘The Dark Half’ with Evi
trapped between their heavily trundling wheels and the ominous air.
She’s raising an army, apparently, and so she grows in stature, and
they all fly around a bit. Amandine gets to takes out on ‘Sin’,
somewhat channelling Julianne again stylistically, but this doesn’t
matter because there’s a becoming uniformity to the mood the four
vocalists have taken in these songs which creates a strong overall
impact. Not sure about the ululations which make for scary reminders
of ‘Dark Side Of The Moon’ but as it shudders off, ungainly, into its
own distance it does leave you thinking what was that all about?

THE EDEN HOUSE
SMOKE & MIRRORS
Jungle
Blimey, look at this lot! That Stephan Carey’s a busy boy isn’t he,
what with Adoration, NFD and this. And his partner in prime, Tony
Pettitt, he’s always busy. It’s not just them either. Only this afternoon I
had to run down the road after the Ice Cream Man. Why he always
insists on parking at the end of the road, I have no idea. It was raining
for God’s sake!!! I am busy, this lot are busy, and extrapolating these
minimalist but diligent statistics we must surmise the whole world is
busy. Recovery is just around the corner! If so, we need to take a
moment, to reflect, to get things in perspective.
And….relax.
That’s enough relaxation. Stephen and Tony have kidnapped,
hypnotised or bribed four singers to join them on this adventure, so
you’ll find Julianne Regan, Evi Vine, Amandine Ferrari and Monica
Richards gracing the mikes. There are also appearances by Peter
Yates, Nod Wright, Paul Wright and Simon Rippin, which might be
expected, but also drummer Bob Irwin and a rather excellent violinist,
Bob Loveday. Together they create something rather special.
You’ll love the glossy murk of ‘To Believe In Something’ with its
persistent bassy throb and the idly seductive tones of Monica, with a
big chorus and atmospheric strata skilfully employed to keep it
bubbling throughout. Julianne then steps into the role of Julee Cruise
during the tissue-thin opening to ‘All My Love’ which is very
Badalamenti, then she swishes the music behind her and leads them
like a knowing swan. It’s an immaculately produced luminous slowie
and has sun-kissed peaks to match its gleaming troughs. Amandine
glides to the forefront of ‘God’s Pride’ and actually it sounds very
Evesish! That’s weird, with a mighty build for the opulent chorus,
shrinking back for some muted ambling. All very pretty, and joined by
some massive rock drums and filthy guitar to transform it into a
brutish lather, before falling into an even emptier sound, which is a
good move as when the then surge back again it starts taking your
house up into the sky.
‘Reach Out’ shimmers coyly as Evi emerges form her dovecote,
picking her way through the doleful bass shadows with a very lightly
husky style in a comparatively undemanding piece.
The grandly leaking rock of ‘Trashed Treasure’ is steered by Julianne
once more to the extent I wondered if she wrote it, as it fits her like a
mailed glove. Amandine is crouched in the corner of the darker,

It’s an interesting mixture of classic Goth touches and ambiguous rock
styles coalescing for a feel-nervous factor which is packed with crafty
incident. I’m a few listens into it, and there’s new things emerging all
the time.
www.myspace.com/theedenhouseuk
www.myspace.com/evivine
www.myspace.com/amandineferrari
www.myspace.com/peteryates
www.myspace.com/monicarichardsmusic
www.myspace.com/julianneregan
www.myspace.com/666justice - Tony page

NIL BY MOUTH
THE RABIES are a lively bunch, who have a strange mixture of Punk and Gothic sensibilities and energies, which has created some magnificent songs on the ‘Night Terror’
album, and brought out some other luxuriant hybrid sounds. They’re funny, raucous
and worthy of your attention.

This album has been a long time coming, how so?
LEXI: Well, we were waiting to see if we could get certain label
support for the album. We did have some prospects. In the end though,
it all really came down to the decision to either wait longer on those
prospects or to just release it ourselves. It had been years since our
last album “Get Infected!!!” came out (which is really a demo CD as
opposed a studio-quality CD) so we chose to just release “Night
Terror” ourselves in the end. Perhaps we’ll try again for label support
with the next album.
Take us back, back to Buffalo in the early Noughties. How
and why did you get together?
LEXI: We got together in 2003. The Rabies was my conception really.
I always wanted to sing in a band so, tada! I just decided to start one.
Jimmy Fiction, 88, and myself are all original members and we’ve all
known each other for ages (Jimmy and I have actually been married to
each other for eleven years now.) We always shared a love of the same

style of music (specifically 70s/80s punk and goth) so it just made
sense for us to be in a band together. Dr. Sik and Bobbi Hatchet then
joined us a little later on.
Was there a vigorous, competitive scene there, did you
find it easy to get going?
LEXI: Buffalo has always been a music-friendly city, so it wasn’t very
hard for us to start out. There’s always been a very diverse mix of
bands here who can all agree that live music is one of the best aspects
of this city.
Are you stalwarts of the scene now, considering a lot of
bands just fracture and die?
LEXI: I guess so. Playing in The Rabies is now just a demented, yet
comforting, part of us. It’s our alter ego; our Jekyll and Hyde.

Punk and Gothic. Easy bedfellows in your sound or do you
have battles over whose influences need to find favour in
certain songs more? I hear more Punk than Goth.
LEXI: We like to lean towards a more vigorous sound, so that’s why
our punk influences tend to shine more. Really though, it’s whatever
happens to come out of us.
From the Goth perspective how do you go down live, after
all there’s quite a rocky edge to the vocals sometimes, as
well as Punk jauntiness. Does it confuse at certain gigs,
where at the punkier shows it’d been seen as more
normal?
LEXI: Our sound has always confused classification labels. A lot of
people can’t really put their finger on exactly what genre we best fit
into (and we always graciously accept that as a good thing!) Live, I’d
say we probably “fit” better with punk bands for the simple reason
that our stage personas tend to be a bit energetic. We’re very animated
and in-your-face.
What pets have you got?
LEXI: I am a huge cat lover! Jimmy Fiction and I have just one at the
moment who’s named Osiris. Perhaps someday we’ll have more, but
Osiris doesn’t really “play well with others.” We adopted him from a
shelter so it’s unclear what happened to him before we took him in. He
has a bit of an anger problem (but he can also be very lovable!) So for
now, it’s just the three of us.
What do you regard as your Gothiest moments and
fascinations?
LEXI: On our first tour with 45 Grave in 2006, we played a Sisters of
Mercy after-party in Chicago. That was filled with gothy-goodness!

‘Ghost In The Graveyard’ – this has those elements
mentioned above, plus what seems like a daft idea, but
actually it should be as a weird as anywhere else - a ghost
in a graveyard seems the perfect place, but there’s no
reason why. What’s the idea behind that?
LEXI: Well ironically, this song actually has nothing to do with ghosts
or with graveyards in the literal sense! We use the term as symbolism
for dirty little secrets. The song is actually about a haunting past that,
no matter how hard you try, can’t be forgotten. A “ghost in your
graveyard” translates into having “skeletons in your closet.”
Incidentally I love the corny images treated with style that
you use in you artwork, even down to the coffin-shaped
press release. You have fun with this, don’t you?
LEXI: But of course! We compare it to B-rate horror movies…they
wouldn’t be nearly as fun if they didn’t have all of those cheesy horror
clichés now would they?
‘Domination Of The Dead’ – who would dominate the
dead? Aren’t they generally fairly unresponsive?
LEXI: Not if they turn into zombies! Then the dead are quite
responsive actually!
‘Suffocate Twist’ – a punky shuffle but very spry. It’s
clearly poppy, with a coy delivery, so why have you
bundled it up this way, even with capering keyboards.
What part of your influences are bubbling through here?
It’s not a million miles removed from The Rubinoos or New
Wave punk-pop bands.
LEXI: I’m a big fan of The Rezillos, so I think they’re poppy New
Wave/punk sound was probably the biggest influence for this song.
Mix that with a little Beatles and perhaps a little Josie Cotton and
you’ve got our little concoction called ‘Suffocate Twist.’
‘Vampyre’s Kiss’ – now there’s a clichéd song title if ever
there was one, but then an utterly gorgeous sound! Tell us

more about how this one came into being and why it took
this form. It’s the kind of sound which could make you
very distinctive, will there be more of this in future?

www.myspace.com/therabies

LEXI: We wanted to create a very vivid image of a romanticized tale
of death. A song full of pure seduction, yet in a classy way. So
musically, we went for a Goth-Cabaret mix with some Spanish flare.
We’ve really been enjoying mixing different genres into our sound, so
yes, there should definitely be more to come!
‘Eleanor’ is equally capricious, with a gnashing punky
chorus but slinky vocals. Do these things just happen
accidentally, as opposed to some cunning assembly
process?
LEXI: ‘Eleanor’ was definitely not an accident. It was inspired by
Glen Miller’s favorite ‘Sing Sing Sing.’ Our goal was to take a sound
styling from the Big Band Era and mix it with a little bit of rock-nroll. Give it Rabies, if you will.
‘Whiplash Love’ is pretty ordinary by your other
standards, isn’t it?
LEXI: ‘Whiplash Love’ is an older song of ours that we resurrected. It
appeared on our demo CD “Get Infected!!!” The song got a very good
response on that album, though we were never really happy with the
previous recording. So we thought it could use a “re-do.”
‘Formalde Heidi’ is weirder, all odd sounds twinkling and
poking out, and yet more conventional fare in the chorus. I
expected it to be a doomy tale of a weirdo.
LEXI: We took a bit of a sci-fi turn with this one, mixed with some
good ‘ole fashioned angst for society. The imagery being that of a
person who’s been turned into a half human, half robot experiment in

order to conform them to fit into society’s standards. There’s no
rebelling in Heidi’s realm!
‘Black Lagoon Bordello’ – this more of a muted rock thing.
What appeals about the lyrical imagery?
LEXI: Lyrically, I guess it’s just another glimpse into our personal
psyche of goth meets punk rock ethos. The Black Lagoon Bordello is
a place where you can go to leave your stuffy corporate world. It’s a
care-free place where you can hang out with the dead. It’s where you
can make a choice to either join them forever or to go back to your
dreaded purposeless place in society.
‘Disease’ – okay, this is pretty disturbed? What kickstarted
this an idea, and how did you then develop it?
LEXI: I love that you call it disturbed! That’s exactly what we were
going for. It’s about someone who’s going quite insane and having an
internal struggle with themselves. We wanted it to be chaotic and dark
to reflect exactly how it might feel to lose your mind, while knowing
the whole time that you’re indeed turning into a madman.
It’s a very interesting album but so short. You can’t be
short of songs, as you’ve been around a while so were you
ditching things as not up to the mark and have a follow-up
planned quickly?
LEXI: Well, I think we made some unseemly decisions that ultimately
slowed us down for a while, but we’ve learned from them and are
definitely back on track now! We’re currently writing new material
and have made that our main focus.
How will 2009 actually be filling out for you?
LEXI: We’re going to be going back on tour in the US in the Summer/
Fall. We’d really like to do a European tour also! And by the end of
the year, we should be back in the studio recording again for a new
album.

Sometimes they vex me,
even. Metal of course is
something else again, up a
whole next level of
vexation, but Urban Tales
aren’t metal as I see it.
They’re rock of a springy
overblown style, so I guess
that moves close to Metal,
but they have things which
pull them back into the
listenable sector, and a
great singer who refrains
from screaming. Apart
from that, you know rock
bands obviously feel they are tank-sized individuals roaming and
roaring out heroically across barren landscapes populated only by
cowering, awed devotees, when to the rest of us they sound like
Eurovision ballads gone wrong? Well, that’s true. (In case you’d
forgotten.)
Foot sitting comfortably on the monitor? Let’s go….

UNEXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN
NO HANDS TO GUIDE US
UXG
It’s always good to see a band grow and from the intriguing ‘5 Tales
From God-Only-Knows’ EP, which reeked of character they have
taken their Steampunk indoors and sat and considered the impact,
creating snapshot dramas which have an unsettling effect. This
increased subtlety really works.
‘All You Want’ begins with the hourly clock chime, then introduces
cheeky bass and drags its glittery body along the floor like a wounded
but proud ABC, offering some subterranean funk weirdness, coming
on like David Byrne duelling with a feverish violin. I have no idea
what they’re on about, but it isn’t healthy. Nothing is clear, but that’s
fun. The songs are individually credited as being sung by A Filth
Pilgrim, Clive The Barker, Captain Nobody, The Spirit Of The Old #9
and Elwood Lovekraken. These people are in their heads and, scarily,
are starting to come out.
‘Dirty Old Silver’ contains a very frightening woman, but there’s a
wheezy cello behind the cool and cruel imagery, a theatrical drama
with more great bass, fidgety strings and fluttering, imposing
impishness, with a lethal lilt. ‘Frozen Mood’ is slower, like a simple
stage piece, the music slipping in and out, and I’m not even sure if
some of the lyrics make sense, but there’s a deeply troubled soul
drawing us near. The jaunty stroll that is ‘Chaser’ comes on like a
barely veiled lyrical threat, in another scene of dangerous darkness.
‘Ever After’ fair skips along, with steaming strings as it all steps up
briskly and prettily, with dinky bass and a great vocal delivery with
nice, unexpected flourishes.
Most impressive.
www.unextraordinarygentlemen.com
URBAN TALES
DIARY OF A NO
Burning Star
We have here a Gothic/Metal collision from Portugal, from a band
formed in 2005 who released this debut two years later. They have a
version available for sale on their myspace, but otherwise I gather it’s
sold out. Whether that’s the special CD/dvd digipak isn’t made clear. I
have the ordinary one, which comes in an awkward card gatefold,
slightly larger than a normal CD. Things like that perplex me.

The use of samples, as with any album, is a bad idea, because
whenever you’ve heard them they soon lose their interest, but at least
the phone tone before ‘Prison Inside’ is brief. The song crawls then
climbs, the guitar almost bulging out of the speaker, our angst-driven
singer yearning and learning about grief, over mild bluster and a
creamily insistent chorus. The wiry and spacious ‘In Purity’, easily the
liveliest song here, is clever and bouncy, streamlined use of guitar
clout highly effective with the vocal control and another cushioned
chorus.
‘The Rise’ gestates slowly, and does some smart rocky stuff, then
some histrionic film sample of a couple arguing starts ‘You’ll Never
Know’ and that really does grate second and third time around, and
only spirals out into emotional syrup anyway, an approach replicated
through ‘Fade Away’ although this bounds around a bit. Things get
weirder in the nicely moody ‘Stronger’ when Marcos César uses his
relentlessly impressive vocals to break off into a sensitive rap, then
falling back on sentimental worries magnified unnecessarily with
‘Fall’ which finds the guitarist finally breaking free to widdle freely.
‘Crawl’ is a freshly mulched Aerosmith, so I’m struggling to find any
Gawf compatibility, but at least you rockuhhhs will find something to
relish. ‘Until I Died’ empties the sound interestingly and smears an
oblique desolation over it, bringing through softer guitar, and deeper,
weirder backing vocals. ‘Farewell’ didn’t leave me unduly sorrowful,
although I quite liked the jangling end section, as if the guitar hand
turned into bagpipes. An extra untitled track of winsome whingeing
and we’re done.
They intentionally structured the album around melancholy and
depression, so it’s no shock there aren’t any excessive blasts, so it’s
whether you want to sink into such surroundings.
www.myspace.com/urbantales
VARIOUS
EXPOSITIONS – A Tribute To Charles De Goal
SC/BD/S8L
I must confess I don’t know enough about Charles De Goal to review
this in the fullest sense, although everything I have heard if lusty, fullon (even when sparse) excitement of the truest Post-Punk variety, so I
am basically listening to some disparate bands tackling vigorous
material, which is perfectly okay by me.
The Rorschach Garden with ‘Modem’ can’t but help remind me of the
classic Metal Urbain with a poppier heart, basic electronics itching
and scratching in a contagious fashion.

Hot Dog Addict up the punk bounce in ‘Technicolor’ which fizzes
with life and reminds all but the deaf of Plastic Bertrand! Sophya with
Dirk Polak go for droller fragrances during the measured, simmering
‘Plus Haut’ while Andromax shuffle tersely throughout ‘Synchro’ like
angry punk synthsters on stilts. And it keeps on getting better.
Le Jeune Extréme are quiet strange, as ‘Atout Mineur’ moves through
some curvaceous ambient adventures and then frisks up into some
punky yammering, but then dissolves.
Spirit Photography make ‘Exposition’ teem with angular flexibility
for all their own natural psychedelic preferences, coming on like a
scrapping, bruised version of The Cure, actually looking for trouble
and the mood they create is brilliant.

The Rorschach Garden – www.myspace.com/
therorschachgarden
Hot Dog Addict – www.myspace.com/hotdogaddict
Sophya with Dirk Polak – www.myspace.com/sophyamusic
Andromax – www.myspace.com/andromax
Le Jeune Extréme – www.myspace.com/genextreme
Spirit Photography – www.myspace.com/spiritphotog - wrong
url in CD booklet
Guerre Froide – www.myspace.com/guerrefroide
Raendom – www.myspace.com/raendomofficial
No Tears – www.myspace.com/spaceofnotears
DC Shell –
www.myspace.com/nagralittoralrecords
www.myspace.com/dcshelloffice
www.myspace.com/dcshellsunborntreasures
Die Perlen – www.myspace.com/perlen
Dorcel – www.myspace.com/dorcel
Tchiki Boum with Les Fourines – www.myspace.com/tchiki
Viande Froide – www.myspace.com/
ptittchongbrunohennequin
Martin Angor – www.myspace.com/davidmartinmartin - wrong
url in CD booklet
Trouble Fait’ – www.myspace.com/troublefait
Copine Connie – www.myspace.com/copineconnie
Synapscape with Patrick Blain – www.myspace.com/
synapticlandscapes
Femme Fatale – www.myspace.com/femmefataleblog
Denner – www.myspace.com/dennermusic
Jungle Is Neutral vs EPK - www.myspace.com/jungleneutral
EPK - www.myspace.com/electricpresskit
www.myspace.com/brouillarddefinitif
www.myspace.com/str8linerecords
www.str8linerecords.com/Webshop
www.myspace.com/charlesdegoal

Guerre Froide are pretty oblique, casually spiky in ‘Fermez La Porte’
then Raendom swerve through an exciting bleeping, swooping
‘Ralentissement Sur L’autoroute’ with No Tears swaying, lolling and
resonating dignified fury in ‘Retour Au Dancing.’ DC Shell are
luxuriously twisted in ‘Identity Crisis (Identité)’, Die Perlen sound
like a punky Kraftwerk as ‘Hop Hop Hop Hop’ dips and dives but a
divine mood returns as Dorcel shiver magnificence out through a
gloriously tense ‘Envers/Endroit’ – that’s a great voice, for a great
song!
Tchiki Boum with Les Fourines twirl like prisoners on drugs in a
flamboyantly nutty ‘Face/Coma.’ Viande Froide keep things much
steadier and dark for the guarded ‘Missiles A&B’ before haring off on
a right old Punky scramble like an oscillating Adicts. Martin Angor
just seemed to drift along for me with ‘L’Homm-Pierre’ as pleasant
indie, as if Bill Pritchard had a boring brother, which I can’t believe is
the point. Luckily Trouble Fait’ step up for some enigmatic doom in
the filmic scrabblings of ‘Frederic’, jittery and wonderfully shadowy.
Copine Connie are really peculiar as they squirt through ‘Dr
Pretorious’ as though they were small cartoon cars on a picturesquely
bumpy road. Sophya treat ‘Technicolor’ to a hesitant but juicy
electronic romantic dream and then Synapscape with Patrick Blain
hurl out some gauche electro shorthand during a snotty ‘Dans Le
Labyrinthe’ to finish a collection of spirited covers.
Also on the CD you can supposedly find ‘Frederic’ done by Femme
Fatale, ‘Exposition’ by Denner and ‘L’Homme-Pierre’ by Jungle Is
Neutral vs EPK but I couldn’t access those, but worry not because it’s
an exhaustive look at the talent Charles De Goal has and immediately
makes you want to track down their records, which means it’s a job
very well done.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
SKY SO GREY (A Boston Dark Music Compilation)
Decorative
You don’t really see compilations that much these days when a few
years back they were plentiful, and yet they remain a fantastic way of
encountering new talent, on top of which they can be a benevolent
guide to a geographical region, as this one is. This is high calibre too,
so have a look. Amber Spyglass twist and gush through a cutely
convoluted ‘Harmonic Tide’ with ghostly vocals and a strangely
forlorn Eastern quality. Seven Sunless Days’ ‘Last Breath’ is bit
stompy industrialised rock, the strident wordy chorus nicely offset by

some more introspective worries and although too rock for me it’s
dead catchy. The Milling Gowns’ ‘Fist Wings Following’ is
interesting as it bristles with some strings inflating an ethereal
promise into a bitter pop song, with winning lyrics. Thylacine are like
an improved Android Lust in ‘Lay Down’ with fun surging through
the weird sonic hybrid which sustains a melodic pull through its
schizoid behaviour many ideas jostling for space, not making it
ungainly. Walter Sickert & The Army Of Broken Toys offer
bewilderingly attractive acoustic adventures in the masterful
‘Viktagraph.’
Dreamchild are really weird with their ‘Ave Maria’ which is like a
nightmarish tussle in which a historical style gets a real kicking, and
with some of Cheryl’s high notes it’s a cross between Aled Jones and
Name Of The Rose! Melt have a curious rock thing moving through
the nicely scruffy ‘Through The Doors’ and at times it’s rawk, then
introduces some nicely unexpected twinges. Weirdos! Lucretia’s
Daggers are superb in the tricksy traipsing of ‘Tragedy’, like a sticky,
fidgeting stream of sounds rolling off a giant salamander’s tongue and
amid the skill it’s a jolt to realise the lyrical point when it stabs you.
What Time Is It Mr Fox are also fascinating with their ‘Hanging In A
Tree’, with light neo-classical pop charm, and don’t be afraid but it
reminded me initially of ‘Selling England By The Pound’ period
Genesis (not a personal favourite, you just couldn’t avoid it at school)
but then rises and assets itself. It’s a curious beast, with impeccable
manners. Mark McGettrick does his big bold take on New Order with
‘Greening’ and it’s a consummate pop diamond. Twelfth Of Never lull
you with the shimmery satin syrup of ‘To Lure The Swans And Flies’,
a post-Ethereal splendour, and Sharon Crumrine has me transported
effortlessly with the beautiful instrumental ‘February’ until it starts
getting a bit too noisy and displaced, but second time the weird
jangling starts to make sense. Aepril Schaile & The Judgement
terrifies ‘Mary Lucifer’ like she’s stepped out of the very worst the
Brothers Grimm had to offer, and she’s lugged a piano through the
vortex with her and those aren’t keys, they’re teeth! Brilliant stuff, it
intensifies up one further level when you wouldn’t think it at all
possible and becomes worryingly demented. Ultraplush are like a
histrionic shoegaze version of the Velvets in ‘Celestine Dream’
So there we have it, a formidable compilation indeed which despite
monstrous variety somehow establishes sufficient common themes to
make it have more reason to exist that simply showing how healthy
the Boston scene evidently is. That is a very hard thing to do.
Amber Spyglass www.myspace.com/amberspyglass
Seven Sunless Days www.myspace.com/sevensunlessdays
The Milling Gowns www.myspace.com/themillinggowns
Thylacine www.thylacinemusic.com
Walter Sickert www.myspace.com/armyoftoys
Dreamchild www.dreamchildmusic.com
Melt www.melttheband.com
Lucretia’s Daggers www.lucretiasdaggers.com
What Time Is It Mr Fox www.whattimeisitmrfox.com
Mark McGettrick – see Seven Sunless Days
Twelfth Of Never www.tweflthofnever.com
Sharon Crumrine www.myspace.com/sharoncrumrinemusic
Aepril Schaile & The Judgement www.aeprilschaile.com
Ultra Plush www.myspace.com/ultraplush
www.myspace.com/skysogreycomp
VARIOUS
PICTURES OF YOU – NME’s THE CURE free CD
NMEsville
nemesis_to_go has already reviewed it and its relevance to all the
newest bands, which he has seen and covered on his zine, your
handiest guide to finding about this type of activity first. This issue
does seem focused throughout although there are even less reviews
than ever. The ‘Go With The Gloom’ article isn’t credited to Gavin
Haynes in tiny, tiny type (why do they do that?), while Emily Mackay

cobbles together the
A-Z. (Billy Idol? No
Specimen in S, and
the Banshees were a
Goth band instead of
an influence <i>on</
i> two generations of
Goth bands?) The
only weird thing is
that nobody at NMA
has accurately
understood the
history, with NME
apparently being the
<i>first</i> to
uncover the scene, in
1983, which it
appears everyone was calling ‘Positive Punk.’ Or, to be accurate,
everybody knew about it by 1981, and an NME sub-editor caused
Richard North endless embarrassment by titling his article Positive
Punk and splashing it over the cover, a term which virtually nobody
ever used unless asking, ‘what’s this Positive Punk thing?’ We learn
that the Ants regularly toured with the Banshees (!) and that Southern
Death Cult were around in 1979.
Anyway, nitpicking aside (although those are genuinely weird
mistakes) I will concentrate on the CD. The Cure were never a Goth
band of course, but ran parallel as did the Banshees (Severin told me
to “sod off” yesterday in Facebook! ☺ Syncronicity at its best),
bringing us desolation couched in romantic ways long before anyone
else, and with the mouldering keyboards folding everything in a
dangerous embrace they were years ahead of Goth with that sound too.
It’s a good idea to get a variety of bands and styles used on the album,
but would have been more interesting if a third of the bands featured
had been some of the new breed of indie goth bands the article refers
to.
Onwards…there’s a brief Robert Smith ‘short ramble’ in which he
enthuses about covers, including a guide to making them good - Am I
Inspired? Is My Method Good? (to make it yours) and Does It Work?
Then we get some swishly twitchy stuff from Mystery Jets & Esser
tackling ‘In Between Days’, the melody kept piquant but the keyboard
a little annoying. Lostprophets shuffle ‘Boys Don’t Cry’ along
brightly and keep things dead straight and on the other side of the coin
Marmaduke Duke sound like Lamb gone mod in ‘Friday I’m In Love’
which is fun. Dinosaur Jr’s ‘Just Like Heaven’ is also right on the
button, a subtle tension burrowing through the lightly quivering frame
with some unexpected angst roaring out, The Big Pink try something
interesting in ‘Love Song’ which sort of works, creating a dry ambient
husk. Editors are pretty dull with their deliberately steady clear take
on ‘Lullaby’, but British Sea Power do a fine job of making ‘A Forest’
moody although the vocals are initially too wimpy instead of wispy.
The Dandy Warhols surprise me by making ‘Primary’ swing
perversely. The Get Up Kids do a dinky ‘Close To Me’ which is lo-fi
pattering and The Futureheads go mental with ‘The Lovecats’ which
is great because you need something different, even though this is a bit
of a ‘Vindaloo’ approach. Art Brut are a bit Wallace & Gromit with
their ‘Catch’, Metronomy are utterly fucking dreadful with a version
of ‘Fascination Street’ which must have taken them ten minutes and
that included having a rest somewhere. The sensitive folk treatment by
Alkaline Trio of ‘Cut Here’ makes up for it, and then we end where we
started with the brilliantly named Get Cape. Wear Cape. Fly having a
crack at ‘In Between Days’ and turn it into sweetly winsome
background music.
I’m not sure what purpose the record serves, if these things ever do,
but it only emphasises how good Smith is as a vocalist because none
of the singers here are even half as good, but well worth getting if you
can find one.
www.nme.com

And the prize for THE MICK 49’s ‘Most Adorable Cat’ pose goes....to MABEL!

...in
THE MICK 50
La Peste Negra
Jane Wildgoose
Scarlet Leaves
Deathcamp Project
and an awful lot more...

MEANWHILE...please feel free to explore:
http://mickmercer.livejournal.com
and pop in an Add request to:
www.myspace.com/musictodieforbymickmercer
www.myspace.com/mickmercer
www.myspace.com/themickmagazine

